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Read the Following Commendatory Notices:

"For forty years it has been one of the world's greatest books."

—

Western
Christian Advocate.

"A treasury of information for the student of comparative religion, eth-

nology, geography and natural history."

—

The Outlook.

"The work made a profound sensation. Although China and the other cottn-

tries of the Orient have been opened to foreigners in larger measure in recent

years, few observers as keen and as well qualified to put their observations

in finished form have appeared, and M. Hue's story remains among the best

sources of information concerning the Thibetans and Mongolians."

—

The
Watchman.

"These reprints ought to have a large sale. It would be a good time for

the Catholic libraries to add them to their stock of works on travel. They
will find that few books will have more readers than the missionary adven-
tures of Abbe Hue and his no less daring companion."

—

The Catholic News.

"Our readers will remember the attempt of Mr. A. Henry Savage Landor,
the explorer, to explore the mysteries of the holy city of L'hassa, in Thibet.

The narrative of the frightful tortures he suffered when the Thibetans pene-

trated his disguise, has been told by Mr. Landor himself. But where Mr.
Landor failed, two very clever French missionaries succeeded. Father Hue
and Father Gabet, disguised as Lamas, entered the sacred city, and for the
first time the eyes of civilized men beheld the shocking religious ceremonials
of L'hassa."

—

New York Journal.

"Fools, it is known, dash in where angels fear to tread, and there are also

instances of missionaries dashing in where intrepid and experienced travelers

fail. Such was the case with MM. Hue and Gabet, the two mild and modest
French priests who, fifty years ago, without fuss, steadily made their imtor-

tured way from China across Thibet and entered L'hassa with the message
of Christianity on their lips. It is true that they were not allowed to stay there

as long as they had hoped, but they were in the Forbidden Land and the

Sacred City for a sufficient time to gather enough facts to make an interest-

ing and very valuable book, which on its appearance in the forties (both in

France and England) fascinated our fathers much in the way that the writ-

ings of Nansen and Stanley have fascinated us. To all readers of Mr. Lander's
new book who wish to supplement the information concerning the Forbidden
Land there given, we can recommend the work of M. Hue. Time cannot
mar the interest of his and M. Gabet's daring and successful enterprise."

—

The Academy London.
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RUSSIAN ICONS.

BY THE EDITOR.

RUSSIA is little known in the United States. Wc know something

of the history of Russia and of its government. We possess

maps that show the enormous extent of that country, and statistics

give the necessary information concerning its inhabitants, their

traits and their general condition. Further, there arc some Russians

living among us, but they are not typical and do not represent the

people. Most of them have left their homes because they were dis-

satisfied with the conditions, and not a few among them are Ni-

hilists. There have been Russians of the nobility visiting our coun-

try. Russian naval officers stayed in this country to see the perfection

of Russian men-of-war built in American shipyards. Most of them

were noblemen who cut an elegant figure in society and made many

friends among the rich, but they, too, are not typical of the people.

Of Russian literature Tolstoy's works are best known, but he, though

in a certain sense a true Russian, is too unique and too original to

give us a correct idea of the character of the Russian nationality.

The peasant who forms the great majority of Russian people is a

^good-natured and pious man. True, he is illiterate and credulous,

but if he is misguided it is certainly not his fault. He intends the

best and is willing enough to submit to authority, spiritual as well

as secular. There are scarcely more devout Christians in the world

than in Russia, and their Christianity has been less modified by mod-

ern ideas than anywhere in the world, perhaps only the Armenian

and Coptic Churches excepted. The latter are now recognised as

of great importance for the sake of historical investigations as to

the views that prevailed among the early Christians. Russian Chris-

tianitv upon the whole still represents the views that prevailed in
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the Greek Empire soon after tlie establishment of the State Church

and the official introduction of the veneration of Saints. The Refor-

mation did not reach Russia, and so the iconolatry, or reverence

St. Alexancer Nevski. St. Nicholas, the Thaumaturgist.

St. Michael, the Chief of Hosts. St. George, the Victorious.

shown to pictures, is still one of the characteristic features of the

Russian Orthodox Church.
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Our frontispiece represents one of the most famous Russian

Icons, which is credited by many pious behevers with miraculous

THALMATUKCaCAL IcON OF TvERSKI,

Athos.

The Kazan Icon.

Thaumaturgical Icon of the Kazan
Cathedral,, St. Petersburg.

St. Seraphim of Sarovo.

powers. It is the famous folding Icon of St. Petersburg and shows
in the center one of the most notable Russian Saints, St. Alexander
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Nevski, who, in his worldly capacity, was a sovereign that reigned

at Novgorod. He waged a victorious war with Sweden and gained

a decisive victory on the banks of the River Neva in 1240, hence the

people called him the hero of Neva, or in Russian, Nevski, under

which name he became endeared to Russian patriots and may be

considered as the most popular Saint in the Czar's domain.

On the left hand wing of the St. Petersburg folding Icon we see

St. Alexis, who happens to be the special patron Saint of Kuropat-

kin, whose Christian name is Alexis.

On the right hand wing we see another famous Russian Saint,

who holds the first place after St. Alexander Nevski in the hearts

of good Russian Christians, St. Nicholas, the Miracle Worker, or,

as he is more commonly called in Greek, "the thaumaturgist."

Above the centerpiece appear the three busts of the Holy Family,

Christ, the Virgin Mary, and St. Joseph. A Russian cross sur-

mounts the whole, and incidentally we call attention to the fact that

the Russian cross possesses a slanting beam which represents the

seating plug on which crucified persons used to be placed, a feature

which, for aesthetical reasons, has been omitted in the Western

Church or is supplanted by a footrest.

Icons are very extensively used in Russian worship, so much
so that every Russian regiment has its patron saint whose Icon is

kept in the church of the garrison which in war time may be a tent

after the fashion of the Jewish Tabernacle, and is in charge of a

clergyman, a deacon and other functionaries who attend to the usual

religious duties. The day of the regiment's Saint is celebrated by

the regiment, and clergymen carrying a crucifix are sometimes pres-

ent in battle to encourage the wavering and to comfort the wounded
and dying. All people who have a desire to be orthodox, especially

the people of the peasantry, carry on a little chain or string around

their necks underneath their clothes, a small cross or some sacred

image given them on the day of baptism. The Icon of a Saint is

tacitly assumed to assure the presence of the Saint himself and so,

since the Saint is believed to be a miracle-worker, most of the Icons

are credited with miraculous powers. The logic of the argument
is primitive but on its own premises quite consistent, and the truth

is that an unshaken faith in miracles sometimes under certain cir-

cumstances rendered possible the most extraordinary events.

We here reproduce a number of the most famous Icons of

Russian Saints and Arch-angels, among whom St. Michel, St.

George, St. Seraphim of Sarovo, St. Nicholas, St. Alexander Nev-
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ski, and above all the Theotokos, i. e., "the Mother of God," play

an important part.

Among the Theotokos pictures, an ancient Icon of the Tverski

Monastery of Mt. Athos (a place sacred since the days of Greek

paganism) is looked up to with special reverence and has therefore

become a prototype of innumerable copies distributed throughout

Russia. Though the features of the face vary, the attitude and the

general expression are the same in almost all of them.

Much can be said for as well as against icons. Protestantism

and, more so, Puritanism, reject them as pagan, while both the

Greek and Roman Catholic Churches have sanctioned their use. We
abstain here from discussing the subject, and would, from the stand-

point of the impartial investigator of facts, only indicate that they

play a most significant part in the history of civilisation. One can-

not deny that in spite of their indubitably pernicious influence among

the superstitious, they have been the means of great achievements,

especially in religion and art.

[We learn from clie daily papers that the Icon of the Kazan Cathedral

has been stolen. The thieves, a man and a woman, are under arrest. They

were caught at Nijni-Novgorod, but while the jewels are recovered the pic-

ture itself, it appears, has been burned.]



JAPANESE LEADERS.

BY the; editor.

MUTZUHITO, the Mikado, is the one hundred twenty-second

sovereign of Japan and is in a direct hne descended from

the first emperor, Jimmu, who according to mythical traditions was

a scion of the gods.

Some of the crowned famihes of Europe can boast of an an-

cestry that goes back to the eleventh and tenth, sometimes even the

ninth century of the Christian era. The present king of England

is a descendant, although not in direct line, from Rollo, the Norse

adventurer who in the tenth century settled with his vikings in Nor-

mandv. The Emperor of Japan, however, can trace his descent in

direct line back to the seventh century B. C, i. e., through two and

a half millenniums. In comparison to the hoary antiquity of Asiatic

traditions, the Hapsburgers, the Hohenzollerns, the Ruriks, and ail

other royal houses of Europe are mere modern upstarts. The Jap-

anese naturally look up to their imperial family with pride and

reverence, and we cannot doubt that even if times of misfortune

should come the population would stand faithfully to their hereditary

rulers.

We read in Japanese reports* that the Emperor's style of living

is remarkably frugal, and he is free from ostentation. The decora-

tions of his palace are simple and almost severe. He is fond of

riding, and the only luxury which he allows himself is to keep good

horses. Like the Prussian kings he devotes much attention to mili-

tary affairs and always appears at military reviews on horseback.

Mutzuhito, the present Mikado, is the first ruler who has again

taken the government into his own hands. Since in 1603 lyeyasu,

the Shogun, or Prime Minister, had after the fashion of the Prank-

ish major donius usurped the power of the government and made

*The Russo-Japanese War, No. i, Tokyo, 1904.
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the Shogunate hereditary, the Mikados of Japan had been sovereigns

only in name ; but when Keki, the last of the Shoguns, had yielded

to Commodore Perry, the people in their indignation forced him to

HIS MAJESTY,, THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN.

abdicate and called upon their hereditary ruler to resume the gov-

ernment, as it had been customary of yore.

This movement called Go Isshin, "the Great Revolution," or,
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as it should more properly be called, "the Great Restoration," took

place in 1868 and may be regarded as the birth of modern Japan.

HER MAJESTY, THE EMPRESS OF JAPAN.

The Mikado had been reinstated in order to undo the Shogun's pol-

icy; but when he with his counselors considered the beneficient
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effects of Commodore Perry's plans, he carried out the Shogun"s

program, which led to an utter abolition of the mediaeval conditions

and a reform according to the standard of Western civilisation.

Since the Go Isshin Japan has become a constitutional monarchy.

The old nobility has been changed into a modern aristocracy with

titles imitating the degrees of English peerage.

Keki, the last Shogun, is still living, enjoying his enormous

!!!

EMPRESS JINGO. EMPEROR JIMMU.

hereditary wealth and the respect of his countrymen. His son is

the president of the House of Lords and the Shogun's family ranks

immediately after the imperial princes.

The army has been reorganised after Prussian models and the

troops were drilled by Prussian officers. The navy was practically

created out of nothing, and here English and American examples

were followed. Mutzuhito nowhere thrust his person into the fore-

ground, but he took an active and personal interest in all the changes
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that were taking place under his auspices, and it appears that he has

a high conception of his duties. We have reason to think that

Mutzuhito will forever be classed in the history of Japan as one of

its most glorious and successful rulers.

MARQUIS OYAMA, FIELD MARSHALL AND HEAD OF THE GENERAL
STAFF AT TOKYO.

[He is now leaving for Mancluiria to assume the general command of the

Japanese armies in the field.]

The proclamation which the Mikado addressed to the army and

navy is characteristic of the spirit of his government. It reads as

follows

:
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"We are your Commander-in-Chief. As such, We rely upon

you as We do upon Our own hands, and desire you to look to Us
as your head, so that the relation between us may be one of absolute

and sincere confidence and trust. Whether We perform Our duty

successfully or not, depends entirely on the manner in which you

FIELD MARSHAL YAMAGATA.'"

Leader of the Japanese forces in the Chino-Japanese war, now appointed

head of the General Staff at Tokyo in place of Field Marshall Oyama.

perform yours. If Our country fails to stand high in the opinion of

other nations. We desire you to share Our sorrow. If it rises with

*Yamagata is now pretty well advanced in years and has retired from
active service. His position at the head of the General Staff at Tokyo will

pre-eminently be a place of honor, not of v/ork, while the Japanese forces

are concentrated in Manchuria.
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honor, We will enjoy the fruits with you. Stand firm in your duty;

assist Us in protecting the country ; and the result must be the pros-

BARON KODAMA.*

Second chief of the General Staff at Tokyo and first assistant to Field

Marshall Oyama.

perity of the nation and the enhancement of Our country's repu-

tation."

General Fukushima is the right hand of Baron Kodama, and thus he

ranges in rank third highest in the Japanese army. We are sorry to say

that we have not succeeded in procuring a good picture of General Fuku-

shima.
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GENERAL FUKUSHIMA.

Mr. Poultney Bigelow has contributed to Harper's Weekly an

interesting sketch of Fukushima, the Japanese Moltke, from which

we quote the following passages

:

"General Fukushima I met first in Germany—lie was military attache

at the Court of the Kaiser, and as such was invited to attend the great

GENERAL KUROKI.
Commander in Chief of the First Army, attacking Kuropatkin's position in

Mukden from the East.

autumn field operations of the army, which lasted a week or more, and

which brought together some fifty to one hundred thousand men of all arms.

"Those were hard days, even for spectators. Whoever would keep up

with such a host as his Imperial Majesty of Germany must rise early and
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never want to lie down. There is a story current that William II. was

once known to take a nap; it is unsupported by any but hearsay evidence.

On the contrary, I have personal knowledge of his having passed many days

without an opportunity for such an interruption.

GENERAL OKU.

Commander in Chief of the Second Army. Operating on Liao Tung

Peninsula.

"Many were the guests whom the Kaiser exhausted completely at these

military operations. Even military attaches of other countries were heard

to grumble as did Marechal Lefevre in 'Madame Sans Gene,' when reciting

to his wife a dinner with the great Napoleon. Many a foreign military guest
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have I known to sneak away for a nap while his imperial host was on the bridge

of a man-o'-war, or in the saddle, or, harder than all, sitting bold upright

in the imperial box, listening to an interminable Hohenzollern drama, written

with a view of stimulating patriotism.

"But Fukushima was here also an exception. I do not say he listened,

GENERAL NODZU.

Commander in Chief of the Third Army.

but he sat upright, his baby eyes serenely bent upon Nirvana, ostensibly de-

vouring the turgid lines of a court drama, but in reality repeating to himself

a list of the Russian regiments east of Moscow, and the names of their

garrison towns.
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"Fukushima discussed things with me, because we had friends in com-

mon in Japan. He evidently conchided that he could trust me, and when a

Japanese gives you his confidence you may bank upon it, as though he were

a Boer or a Briton.

"At that time this little Moltke was but a captain, and the smallest sol-

GENERAL NOGI.

In Command of the forces investing Port Arthur.

dier in uniform that had ever been seen in Germany outside of a museum.

The Emperor had raked his stables in vain for a horse that could squeeze

between the legs of his little guest. At last one was found; it came from a

circus, and had spots all over. It was the smallest mount available, yet
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small as it was the witty ones alleged that glove-stretchers had been used

before the legs of the Oriental could be made to straddle with ease. What-
ever may have been the truth of that, Fukushima managed always to stumble

accidently upon the point of chief interest in the day's operations, whether
it was an attack of cavalry, a massing of artillery, the bridging of a river, or

something novel in ballooning. On the way to the point of meeting, usually

VISCOUxXT ITO, CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF.

Famous through his victories over the Chinese navy during the Chino-

Japanese war.*

about four o'clock in the morning, the important colonels and generals who
constituted the main body of imperial guests held forth learnedly on what
would be done that day, and where they should go in order to see what was

*It will be interesting to our readers to learn that Admiral Ito is an
intimate friend of Admiral Ting Ju Chang, Commander of the Chinese
squadron which he defeated in the Yellow Sea.
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important. Fukushima never said anything, but when councils diverged

among the great and learned we soon came to seek light of our little Japa-
nese captain; and when we did so, he invariably professed to know nothing,

but would, in his childish manner, place his little finger as though at hap-

hazard upon a point of his map; and those who steered for that point were
never disappointed.

"He passed, however, for feeble in mental capacity, and he took pains

to preserve that character. The Russian military attache took him for stunted

BARON YAMAMOTO.
Secretary of the Navy at Tokyo.

and stupid. The jovial British delegate regarded him as an idiot, and many
of my friends asked me seriously how it was that I managed to waste so

much time in his company. I told them I was an alienist, and besides that

I was refreshing n^ knowledge of the language.

"Even then, and I am talking of a few years before the Chinese-Japanese

war of 1894, Fukushima showed me photographs he had taken throughout

the border country of Russia—about the Black Sea, down the Danube, in

Rumania, Turkey, Bulgaria, etc. He knew all there was worth knowing
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about the strength of Russia this side of Moscow and the Caspian, and as

I had been twice in those territories I found a comparison of data very in-

teresting.

"But he never allowed any one else at the Berlin Court to suspect that

he was more tlnan a commonplace piece of uniform. Though he spoke seven

ADMIRAL TOGO.

In Command of the squadron investing Port Arthur.

languages to my knowledge, he never allowed any one else in Berlin to sus-

pect that he knew anything but a few garbled scraps of German. Here is

a sample that I overheard

:

"German General loquitur: 'Guten Morgen, Herr Hauptmann!'
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"Fukushima bowed politely and smiled, while he inhaled audibly.

"The General: 'Tell me, my dear Fukushima, how long would it take
you in Japan to mobilize an army-corps and land it in Korea?'

"Fukushima: 'Thank you, Herr General, my health is very good!'
"The General: 'I am very glad to hear it; but I wanted to know some-

thing about your mobilization!'

REAR-ADMIRAL KAMIMURA.
In Command of the squadron investing Vladivostok.

"Fukushima: 'You are quite right, Herr General, das Wetter ist heute

sehr schon, but it may possibly rain to-morrow !'

"And so this conversation would go on, each day like the last, and each
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questioner coming away with the impression that it was a shame for gov-

ernments to send to Berlin representatives who could not speak a civilized

tongue.

"One day little captain Fukushima disappeared fi'om Berlin, and many

moons later arrived on the shores of Manchuria, or Mongolia, I forget which.

He had bought a little Cossack pony somewhere east of Moscow, and had

steered his way across that vast Siberian plain, keeping his ears and eyes

well open, and his mouth tight shut. He had note-books, but he wrote in

figures that gave no comfort to any but himself. He counted the telegraph

REAR-ADMIRAL URIU.

Victor of the Battle of Chemulpo.

poles as he rode, he noted the bridges, and the wells, and the farms, and

everything that might prove interesting to Japanese visitors who might come

after him.

"Fortunately for him, Russia also despised his intellect, else he would

have met with an accident in some lonely section of his long ride.

"You know the rest, how in 1894 Japan put an army afloat, landed in

China, tumbled the forces of that empire head over heels, sank her battle-
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ships and dictated terms of peace after a short campaign conducted in such

a manner as to call forth the praise of military students no less than lovers

of fair play on the battle-field.

"The next time that I Suw Fukushima was in his own home; he was

COMMANDER HIROSE.

the same sunny, moony, smiling, and sympathetic Fukushima, but had be-

come a general, and was recognized as the hero of the great Chinese war.

But CO look at him, he was the very same man that had passed in Berlin

and Petersburg for a harmless toy.
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"He lived in Tokyo in a bandbox sort of a bamboo bungalow—all

lacquer and matting, and fans, and dainty tea things. He wore the native

gown spattered with storks or some such design, and in his arms was a baby

—just like the Japanese dolls we see at Christmas. General Fukushima, as

chief of a nursery, was worth coming to see, and he played his part with

the same success as distinguishes him at the head of an army.

"Like all real men, and particularly real great men, he is the simplest

of men. When all the world was praising Waldersee as a great soldier, it

made me hesitate to accept this verdict, merely because Moltke had the

simplicity, the modesty of greatness. At any court ball in Berlin it would

have been hard to find Moltke, but harder still to avoid seeing Waldersee.

"And so it is with Fukushima
;
you find him most readily in his little

family circle, playing with his children, or chatting with the few intimates

whom he can trust.

"Our talk was interrupted by the announcement of a Chinese Embassy.

So the baby was passed on to the nursery, and in came several big Chinese

officers to pay their respects to the man who had humiliated their army
more than all the hosts of the white man since the first settlement in

Macao.

"This was the year 1898—a memorable year to others than to us and

Spain, for in that year China sent to Japan thirty military representatives

for no other purpose than to learn the art of war from the nation which they

had before that referred to as one of contemptible dwarfs."

JAPANESE HERO-POETS.

Japan has rapidly acquired the benefits of Western civiHsation,

and the flourishing condition of the country is by no means limited

to victories in war. The military leaders themselves are distin-

guished by a broad culture, and so it happens that several of their

generals and admirals have become famous on account of their lit-

erary accomplishments. We will mention only two Japanese poet-

heroes : General Fukushima and Commander Hirose.

General Fukushima, the third in rank in the Japanese army,

a stategist who (like Moltke) could be taciturn in seven languages,

has composed patriotic poems, among which his "War Song Against

Russia"^ enjoys great popularity. A versified translation of some
of its verses reads as follows:^

"Nippon! Be hailed, my country,^

High famed throughout the world.

^The poem has been put to music by Professor Nosho of Tokyo, a
native Japanese composer.

* To Mr. Teitaro Suzuki of La Salle, 111., I am indebted for a translite-
ration of the Japanese text of this as well as the following poems. General
Fukushima's war song I have also compared with a German translation pub-
lished in Die Wahrheit, a missionary periodical which appears in Japan and
is edited by the Rev. Dr. Ernst Haas of Tokyo.

* The first line of the original Japanese reads as follows

:
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»

Thy siin-flag in bright morning

Is radiant unfurled.

And of descent, unbroken,

Thy noble sovereign lord

Counts fifty million children

Obedient to his word.

''Humanity and justice

We take as our foundation.

True loyalty inspires

The citizens of the nation.

m
i

»•

JAPANESE WAR SONG CY GENERAL FUKUSHIMA.

How different are the foes.

Of our beloved Nippon.

Their unfair policy

All o'er the world is known.

"The Cossacks' great renown,

No longer does it last

;

Se-ka'i ni .naddkaki .Nippon kokii.

The rhythm is the same throughout and might be represented in the

following schedule

:

_
yj — OU yj — <J ^ U — UivJ
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And his historic deeds

A dream are, of the past.

As snow and ice must melt

In rays of rising sun;

Before the sun-flag so

Is Russia's power undone.

"Humanity and Justice

No foe e'er overpowers.

In this gigantic struggle

The victory must be ours

;

And having fought our battles

With spirit resolute,

There'll be peace universal

And we'll enjoy its fruit." ^

Commander Hirose Takeo, who sacrificed his life when the Jap-

anese had the channel of Port Arthur harbor blocked for the sec-

ond time, is a popular figure not only among his own people but also

in some aristocratic circles of Russian society. He lived in Russia

for some time and made many friends by his congenial manners.

In fact, the story goes, that a wealthy Russian lady of St. Peters-

burg was very anxious to marry him, but he remained firm in his

resolution to keep himself free from all entanglements, because he

foresaw the coming war and was determined to form no attach-

ments which would hinder him from freely sacrificing his life for

his country.

It is well known in Japan that Commander Hirose was a poet

and a man of broad interests which extended over the fields of philos-

ophy and literature. He wrote poems of the classical Chino-Japanese

style, which consists of four rhymed short lines, each of four Chi-

nese characters. When he went out on the Ho-Kok-Maru, the ship

destined to be sunk in the channel and block Port Arthur, he did

not expect to return. So he wrote down a poem to be sent home,

in which he expressed his sentiments at that moment. When unex-

pectedly he survived and bestrode the second vessel, the Fu-Kui-

Maru, he wrote on the same sheet of paper a second poem inspired

by the same sentiments, expressing his determination to face death

and to succeed in his enterprise.

^ The first part of the last verse in our translation is, in the original,

part of the eighth verse and the conclusion of the last or tenth verse.
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One of our subscribers, Miss Mary Very, of Sail Francisco,

sent us from Japan these two poems of Commander Hirose in his

own handwriting, which we here reproduce for the benefit of our

readers, attaching thereto a translation of the verses. The first

poem translated into English reads as follows

:

"With heart aglow for my beloved land

'

From death I will not shrink.

-

My body on Port Arthur's strand

In this doomed ship shall sink."^

"On the way to block the mouth of Port Arthiu", in command
of the Ho-Kok-Maru."4

The second poem of Commander Hirose reads as follows

:

"Yea, seven lives for my beloved land!^

I gladly die at its command.

Firm is my heart; I must succeed.

With smiles a second ship Pll lead."''

"On the way again to block the mouth of Port Arthur, in com-

mand of the Fu-Kui-Maru."7

Commander Hirose has exceptionally endeared himself to the

Japanese people by the consideration which he showed for the men
in his command. First of all he looked out for the safety of his men,

and when the Chief Warrant Officer, Sugino, who exploded the

charge on the Fu-kui-Maru, had been killed by a Russian bullet and

^ Literally : "With red heart I repay my country."

° Literally: "One death (meaning the death of the present incarnation)
Why shrink?"

^Literally: "With the boat (destined to be sunk) I bury my bones on
Port Arthur's strand."

^ Mam means "ship." Ho-kok means "devotion to country."

° This sentence, "Seven lives I'll lay down for my country," was uttered
by General Kusunoki Masashige, when in suppressing a rebelhon he was
surrounded by traitors and forced to commit suicide. The Emperor, Go-
daigo, whose cause Kusunoki defended, lived in the thirteenth century of
the Christian era. The faithful general is commonly regarded as the ideal

of military patriotism and a statue of his has been erected before the Em-
peror's palace at Tokyo. His tombstone was reproduced in an article by
Prof. Ernest W. Clement of Tokyo in The Open Court for October, 1903,

on page 606. But by mistake the monument is there stated to be erected in

the memory of Tai-mau-ko.
° Literally : "Firm is my heart, a second time expecting success of my

enterprise, smiling, I embark in my ship."

^ Fn-Kui, the name of the second ship, is a Japanese town famous for

its silk industries.
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did not reappear to take refuge on the life boat, Hirose went down
three times in search of him and so delayed his escape. When the

Japanese retired, Commander Hirose was hit by a shrapnel, which

CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER SUGINO EXPLODING THE CHARGE.

literally tore his body to pieces. Part of the remains were identified

by the Russians on account of the uniform, and they buried them
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SEARCHING FOR THE LOST WARRANT OFFICER SUGINO.
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with all military honors. Other parts of the body were taken to

Japan and there carried to the grave on the caisson of a cannon.

FUNERAL OF HIROSE IN TOKYO.

The pictures here reproduced have been drawn by Japanese

artists and indicate the popular interest which the Japanese people

take in their poet-hero.
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BY HENRY R. EVANS.

"I could not remember any more than that

the hero [Cagliostro] had spoken of heaven,

of the stars, of the Great Secret, of Mem-
phis, of the High Priest, of transcendental

chemistry, of giants and monstrous beasts,

of a city ten times large as Paris, in the

middle of Africa, where he had correspon-

dents."—Count Beugnot: Memoirs.

"The ancient Orient has given us Magi,

Sages who observed and studied the nature

of man, the mechanism of his thought, the

faculties of his soul, the powers of his phys-

ical and moral nature, as well as the essence

of the properties and occult virtues of each

thing.

"Everywhere we find Magism. In India

in Egypt, in Greece, in Ancient Rome it

was the basis of the religion of Zoroaster,

the principle of the Initiatic Science of Her-

mes, the spirit of the invocations of the In-

rahamanes and hierophants ; the symbolism

of Pythagoras, the occult philosophy of

Agrippa, that of Cardan, and it is known by

the name of Magic on account of the mar-

velous effects it produces.

"Magism is Natural Philosophy, or the

Science which includes the knowledge of all

things. It is the Science of sciences, or

rather it is the gathering together of all the

sciences of human knowledge."— Comte de

Das (Dr. Albert de Sarak) -.Light from the

Orient.

I.

WHEN Madame Blavatsky, High Priestess of Isis, died, there

followed a long interregnttmdtiringwhich magic languished.
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Finally there appeared in the East a star of great magnitude—the

five-pointed star of the Gnostics and the Oriental Mahatmas, herald-

ing the coming of another mystic. Madame Blavatsky had set the

fashion for Thibetan adepts,, and had turned the current of modern

occultism towards the Land of the Lamas, so it was quite natural

that the new thaumaturgist should hail from the Holy City of Llassa.

His name was Monsieur le Docteur Albert de Sarak, Comte de Das,

who claimed to be "the son of a Rajah of Thibet and a French

Marchioness," and to have been born in the land of marvels.

Monsieur le Comte, in his circulars, described himself as "Gen

eral Inspector of the Supreme Council of Thibet." He carried about

with him a voluminous portfolio of papers containing "the numerous

diplomas which he possessed as member of several orders of knight-

hood and of scientific and humanitarian associations," and Masonic

diplomas (Thirty-third degree) which bore the endorsement of all

the Supreme Councils of the Rite to which he belonged in the nations

through which he passes. But he was not a Fellow of the Theo-

sophical Society. On the contrary, he claimed to have been perse-

cuted by the members of that Brotherhood ; to have been frequently

arrested and denounced by them as a pretender to the occult, as a

false magician, etc., -etc.

The Count is, at present writing, located at Washington, D. C,
where he has founded one of his esoteric centers, described as fol-

lows in the organ of the cult. The Radiant Truth, of which he is the

editor-in-chief

:

"Oriental Esoteric Head Centre of the LTnitcd States of Amer-
ica, under obedience to the Supreme Esoteric Council of the Initiates

of Thibet. Social object : To form a chain of universal fraternity,

based upon the purest Altruism, without hatred of sect, caste or

color; in which reign tolerance, order, discipline, liberty, compas-

sion and true love. To study the Occult Sciences of the Orient and

to seek, by meditation, concentration and by a special line of con-

duct, to develop those psychic powers which are in man and his

environment."

The Count also gives private seances, as we see by his advertise-

ment in the above-named journal

:

"Science of Occultism, Double Vision, and Telepathy, Doctor

Albert de Sarak, Count de Das, General Inspector of the Supreme

Council of Thibet.

"Consultations in Oriental Sciences, Mental Suggestion, Double

Vision, Telepathy, Astrology, Horoscopy, etc.
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"Consultation of \'ision through opafiue bodies accomphshcd in

a condition of mental concentration, being blindfolded.

"Dr. Sarak mentally transposes himself to any suggested local-

ity, accurately revealing personages, incidents, events, etc.

"Exi)eriments in Psychic Conception, prophesying the character

of the person consulting, as well as all that concerns people absent.

"Experimental Seances given at persons' own houses, and con-

sultations in private or by correspondence.

"Scientific Horoscopes, Thibetan Kabalistic system predicting

future events for one year or for life.

"Office hours: 3 to 5 p. m..

"Address. 1443 Corcoran Street, Washington, D. C."

Dr. Sarak's first public exhibition of his alleged psychic powers

is thus described in the Ji'asJiiiii^foii Post (March 16, 1902) ;

"Dr. A. de Sarak, occultist and adept, a professor of the mystic

and the sixth sense, gave a demonstration last night before a Wash-

ington audience. Several hundred i)ersons gathered in the beauti-

ful assembly hall of the House of the Temple of the Supreme

Council, Southern Jurisdiction, 433 Third street, last evening, to

witness his wierd exhibition of occult pcnvers. After three hours

spent in the presence of the East Indian, the audience filed out with

apparently something to think about and ponder.

"Professor Sarak, while master of fourteen languages, does not

speak fluently the English language. Last evening he spoke in

French, and a very charming young woman, also an adept, but of

English birth, acted as his interpreter. The Easterner, a man of

medium height, was attired in a gorgeous gown of white silk, across

the breast of which hung certain mystic emblems of gold and silver.

A loose, pale-yellow robe covered this garment during most of the

evening. He wore a white turban. The adept wears a pointed black

beard, which, with large, languid brown eyes, gave fully the efifect

that one expects in a student of the mystic schools of Thibet.

"The interpreter stated that Professor de Sarak was born in

Thibet and was descended from a noble French family. He had de-

voted his life, she said, to the study of the occult, first in the Thi-

betan schools and later with the ascetics hidden in the mountains.

He had visited almost every country on the globe, spreading the

occult science, which, she declared, some time would bring a rich

harvest to all mankind.

"As the professor finished his rapidly spoken French sentences

the young woman translated them to the hearers. Dr. de Sarak de-

scribed the sixth sense in man, saying that it was second-sight, a
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latent and nndeveloped force. He said he merely wished to present

the facts of his religion. He explained the wonderful fluid force

that existed. He said it is the force that raised the huge stones in

building the pyramids and is the same force that brings the bird

from the egg, the force which gives man the power of rising as if

filled with a buoyant gas, a power which can be concentrated in a

tube. He stated that occultism was al^solutely nothing but the

powers of the will.

" 'It is nothing supernatural,' the doctor said, 'but is merely

the hastening of nature's work.'

"A small table stood by a leather chair, and on this burned a

tiny candle from the mouth of a brazen asp. The professor stood

over the table and busied himself with a pungent incense in an odd

burner. A glass plate, with a number of fish eggs, was shown and

examined. A large glass bowl was filled with water, and one of the

members of the audience was told to carefully brush the eggs into

the water. In the meantime three men from the audience had with

strong ropes securely bound the hands of the adept behind his back

as he sat in the chair. Broad, clean, white cloths were wrapped

about the seated figure, leaving the head free, and the three men
selected held the cloths in place. Music rolled from a deep organ,

and the head of the adept sank back and a strange light appeared to

cross his face. According to the directions of the interpreter the

bowl of water containing the fish eggs was placed by one of the

three beneath the cloths and on the lap of the adept.

"After a period of straining and soft moaning from the white-

wrapped figure, for perhaps ten minutes, the cloths were removed,

and from the lap of the apparently insensible man was lifted the

bowl of water, but instead of the eggs which it contained a few

moments before there swam about dozens of tiny, new-born fish.

"Dr. Sarak was then blindfolded with a half dozen bandages

pressing against absorbent cotton, which rested before the eyes. For

a while he remained in his chair, while the vibrating tones of an or-

gan filled the room. Then the adept suddenly arose and walked

surely and steadily down the room, turning into narrow aisles

through the audience as safely as a man might who had his sight.

This experiment was to demonstrate double vision at a distance and

through opaque bodies. A blank canvas stood on an easel near the

adept. Apparently in a trance, he walked to the easel, mixed colors,

and in ten minutes a finished picture was the result. A game of

dominoes was played with a member of the audience, and previous

to the beginning of the game the doctor wrote something on a bit
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of card and his assistant handed it to some one in the andiencc to

keep. Blindfolded and standing;-, the adept played the game perfect-

ly, and at the conclnsion the card was fonnd to contain the nnmhers

of the last two dominoes played hy both the adept and his opponent.

"Experiments were given at the close in the disintegration and

restoration of matter of psychic perception, in which he aroused

the wondering admiration of the audience."

Not many months after this exhibition the Esoteric Centre was

founded, and the following extraordinary circular sent out to prom-

inent people in Washington

:

DIRECTING COMMISSION OF THE ORIENTAL ESOTERIC
CENTRE OF WASHINGTON.

UNUEU OBEDIENCE TO THE SUPREME ESOTERIC COUNCIL OF THE INITIATES OF

THIBET.

We adress ourselves to those who truly desire to read—to those who
truly wish to understand

!

For those whose time has not yet come, this page has little value—it

will but be scorned and rejected.

But we and our work go onward, with few or with many—Forward,

ever forward

!

We will, then, be brief, but logical and clear !

THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF THE ADEPTS OR MAHATMAS
RESIDES * * * WHERE IT DESIRES! * * * since it possesses powers

still unknown in the West; but it has, in fact, its centre of action in a

region not yet ( !) explored, in the North of Thibet.

This Council, composed of Masters who watch that the Law of the Lotus

be not revealed to the vulgai , has its General inspectors in the West as

in the East, who, inv'ested with the necessary powers to demonstrate the

truth of that which they teach and propagate, have different missions,

which they must fulfil strictly; and although misunderstood and insulted

by those who do not understand them, yet they continue to work actively,

to serve worthily the Holy Cause of True, Veritable Fraternity, having

ever before their eyes this device: "Forward, ever forward!"

They may suffer all manner of pain and torments, but none of these^

no, nothing! can touch them; for the Occult Hand sustains, saves and

protects them

!

The Supreme Council of the Mahatmas of Thibet has, then, given

powers to its Representatives, that they may use them, not to enrich them-

selves, but to call the attention of every man or woman of high ideals

who desires "To go forward, ever forward, and ever higher 1"

We care little for their names or their nationality, for name and na-

tions disappear—the Work alone remains

!

We have seen some I * * * appear like a shooting star, light up space,

and disappear * * * almost without being noticed.

We have read and we have seen many things 1 * * * calumnies, suf-

ferings, noble deeds, etc. 1 * * *
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We have read that the wicked took them for speculators or sorcerers

;

and we have seen them continue their good works and remain almost

poor ! * * *

We have read that men tried to destroy them, casting the stones of

calumny and vengeance ; and we have scoi them, even though weeping in-

wardly, gather up the stones, asking pardon for those who threw them!

We have, in short, read lies, and we have seen them present the

Truth ! * * *

Therefore, this Commission, animated by the most sincere and rea-

soned faith, strong in the Right which supports it, for Truth and for

Justice, makes an appeal to all those who know that to Think is to

Create, to Create is to Love, and that to Love is to Live;—to unite them-

selves with us in a tndy fraternal chain, not formed of links of iron which

can be broken, but woven of flowers of the soul—a chain which knows
neither hatred nor deceit!

From those who come to us we will ask no sacriinces but sincerity and

good faith, which we will put to the test ; we respect all creeds and cus-

toms, but we banish hypocrisy and slander!

Strong in our Right, invested zvith the powers bequeathed to us by

Him zt.'ho had the power to give them, we initiate here in the Capital of the

United States, in the heat of the fire of our enemies, this movement of

true progress, destined to perpetuate the work of the Adept who has just

left us!

They, our enemies, have insulted him, calumniated him, have aban-

doned him, because he was an obstacle to them ; for the Centres which

radiate artificial light are afraid of the Radiant Centre of Truth!

"The Radiant Truth" shall be our device, and with it we will go, with

our Venerated Master, 'T<"orward, ever forward!"

Therefore let those who truly desire to learn and to elevate their

spirit, without fear and without care, and they will find Brothers, true

Brothers

!

Let those who have betrayed and insulted our Master, whom we will

now name,

OVU BROTHER, DR. Sy\RAK,

know : that we have in our ranks persons who, having belonged to Theo-

sophical Societies, have torn up their diplomas, not caring to appear in the

list of those who, under pretext of justice and under the false name of

Fraternity, defame, calumniate and insult those whose mission is sublime.

Let those, in short, who wish to know * * * many other things, come

to us ! * * * and we will prove to them both the Supreme Council and the

Radiant Truth, and, lastly, also our powers

!

We make, then, an appeal, in view of the preceding considerations, to

all those who, even if belonging to other organisations, wish to unite with

us frankly and sincerely, and we can assure them that later they will thank

us with all their hearts.

This will afford them the most conclusive proof of the protection and

aid of those Masters' or Guides who direct us.

Our Order will publish an official Review, which will have so much

success and be so well received that we can affirm now it will be sought

after that we shall be compelled to reprint it twice.
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In this Review, whose propaganda name will be The Radiant Trutli,

will be found all that the most eager student of Occult Truth can desire,

for, aside from the Esoteric work, which we have in reserve, we possess

documents of inestimable value, which will be published

Only the members of our Order will have the right to our studies

and Esoteric demonstrations of a more advanced degree.

A Convention will be held at Washington at a convenient time, and a

Commission of delegates arid members of the Order will be sent to the

East to receive instructions and orders from those who direct the spirit-

ual future of the Race of Evolution—this in spite of all Theosophical or

sectarian societies and of those who do not desire the Light.

Those, then, who wish to make part of our Order, as Active or Mili-

tant Members, or as Correspondents or Delegates, should send in their

applications to the General Secretarj' of the Commission, Miss S. L. Lee,

1443 Corcoran Street, Washington, D. C.

All the members of our Head Centre in the LInited States have the

right to receive gratuitously all the publications and work of the Centre.

For further particulars write to the General Secretary at Washington

and to the General Delegates abroad.

May Peace be with all Beings

!

Viewed and found in conformity with Superior Orders.

The General Secretary of Gen. Inspection

:

A. E. MARSLAND.
(m. k. s.)

The President of the Directing Commission

:

F. C. WILLIS.
(p. E. S.)

The Secretary-General

:

S. L. LEE.
(m. e. s.)

The seven Esoteric Members of the Council of the Order at Wa.shington

:

S. FITZGERALD. E. JOHNSON E. HAY A. E. MARSLANU

L. S. SCOTT W. FELTWELL DR. F. L. WOODWARD

Given at our Headquarters this 15th day of June, 1902.

I consulted with my friend, Mr. J. Elfreth W'atkins, a clever

journalist and interested inquirer into the methods of spiritists and

occultists, and we decided to investigate Dr. Albert de Sarak. the

Thibetan adept. Mr. Watkins was to go first and have an interview

with him, with the idea of exploiting the Count in a newspaper arti-

cle on modern magic and theosophy ; eventually we were to attend

one of the mystic's seances together. I shall let Mr. Watkins tell

the story in his own words:

"I addressed a letter to Dr. Sarak by post requesting an appoint-

ment. I received a prompt response in the form of a courteous note,
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headed 'Oriental Esoteric Center of Washington,' and which com-

menced : 'Your letter, which I have received, reveals to me a man
of noble sentiments.' An hour was named and the letter bore the

signature, 'Dr. A. Count de Sarak,' beneath which were inscribed

several Oriental characters.

"I found Monsieur le Compte's house in Corcoran street late in

the appointed afternoon. It was a two-story cottage of yellow brick

with English basement, and surmounting the door was an oval me-

dallion repeating the inscription of monsieur's letter-head. A young

woman with blonde hair and blue eyes responded to my ring. I was

invited upstairs, she following. Before me was the mind picture of

a lama with yellowed and wrinkled visage, vested in folds of dingy

red, with iron pencase at his side and counting the beads of a wooden

rosary ; a Yogi of the great hills ; who should say to me, 'Just is the

wheel,' or 'Thou hast acquired merit.'

"I was directed to the door of the rear parlor on the main floor,

and as I opened it there sat before me, at a modern roller-top desk

a man of slender build and medium height, but with one of the most

striking physiognomies I have every beheld.

"The face was that of a sheik of the desert. The hair was of

the blackest and so was the beard, sparse at the side but rather full

in front and not long. The eyes were huge, languid and dreamy

;

the forehead, bared by the training of the hair straight back, was

high and bisected by a vein falling vertically between prominences

over the brows. The nose was strongly aquiline, and the complexion

was more that of the Oriental than of the Latin. The man wore a

long, black frock coat of the mode and faultless in fit ; his trousers

and waistcoat were of a rough gray cloth.

"Monsieur le Compte rose. The hand which grasped mine was

small and soft. He bowed, pointed to a seat and apologized for his

crude English, explaining that he preferred to talk to me through

an interpreter. The young woman who had ushered me into the

presence of monsieur, seated herself at his side and explained that,

although 'the doctor' had mastered fourteen tongues, the English

had been the most difficult of all for him to fathom. After a pause,

Monsieur addressed me in French. The interpreter rolled her blue

eyes slightly upward and assumed the gaze of one seeing far away

into the sky, through the wall before her—an expression which she

seldom changed during the entire interview.

" 'Through my power of second sight was revealed to me your

mission before you arrived,' was the interpretation. 'And now that

you come, a good spirit seems to attend you, and I know that you
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come as a friend. I asssure you also that I welcome you as a friend.'

The translations were made a sentence at a time.

"I assured Monsieur that this was deeply appreciated.

"I asked him if it might be my good fortune to witness some

of his esoteric manifestations, such as I had heard of his performing".

" 'In the beginning.' he continued, '1 gave some public tests. But

now I am engaged in the serious work of teaching, and my time is

devoted entirely to this work. If Monsieur pleases, we would wel-

come his presence as an honorary member of our center. The di-

ploma will cost him nothing. It is a rule of the center that none mav
attend except members. His diploma will entitle him to attend all

of our meetings as a spectator. We meet every Wednesday night.'

" 'All that we will require of Monsieur is that he endeavor to

learn, and to describe wdiat he sees with absolute truth.'

" 'I would ask M. le docteur if he be a Buddhist,' I said. The
question was suggested by a picture of Buddha upon the wall before

me.
" 'Yes, Monsieur, I am a lUiddhist, as are my masters in Thibet.

Understand, however, that this is not a religion which I am here to

teach, but a science—the science of the soul—which does not con-

flict with any religion. I simply demonstrate to them the powers

which I have learned from my masters.'

" 'What is your opinion of Mme. Blavatsky?' was asked.

"'She was a good person—what shall I say?—was good-

hearted. She endeavored to enter Thibet, but was unsuccessful.

None of the Theosophists have ever learned from my masters.

While Mme. Blavatsky lived, however, the Theosophical Society

seems to have worked in harmony. Now that she is dead, they are

divided by hatred and ill-feeling.'

" 'Once when I was in Paris, the Theosophists, hearing that I

was from Thibet, asked me to become an honorary member of their

society, just as I invite you. Monsieur. I accepted their diploma, as

courtesy demanded. I attended a congress in Paris. One speaker

mounted the tribune and stated that there was a gentleman from

Thibet present who could vouch for their connection with the

masters. I was a young man then—let me see—it was about seven-

teen years ago, but now the weight of fifty }-ears hangs on my shoul-

ders. My young blood boiled and I rushed to the tribune and de-

nounced the statement as false. The Theosophists expelled me from

their society—which I had never sought to enter,' and here he shrug-

ged his shoulders, 'and since then they have waged against me a

relentless campaign of calumny. In Kurojie. in South America—

•
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everywhere—follows me a trail of circulars and letters published

by base calumniators. But still I have gone on with my work,

founding centers over the world. I have founded many in South

America, but this is the first in this country.'

"I ventured to console the count with words to the effect that

all great causes had grown out of persecution. When the interpre-

ter, translated these sentiments, Monsieur, who sat at his desk, as-

sumed an expression of extreme pain and half closing his eyes fixed

his gaze upon a strange instrument reposing upon the window sill.

It was a piece of colored glass with a pebbled surface help upright

j)y a metal support. The interpretation of my words was repeated,

but Monsieur raised one finger, continuing his stare of mixed con-

centration and suffering.

" 'He is now receiving an interpretation from his masters,' the

interpreter told me in a low voice. I did not notice it and inter-

rupted him. The doctor maintained his weird stare for a few min-

utes, during which I heard from his corner of the room a vibrating

sound such as is produced by a Faradic battery. Monsieur rose

from his reverie with a sigh and hastily wrote something upon a

sheet of paper upon his desk. Then he resumed the conversation.

" 'Fortunately I have preserved extracts from all of the journal'?

which have been friendly to me,' he said. I was shown a shelf full

of scrap books and the translations of numerous clippings from for-

eign journals. One of these credited to the Paris Figaro, 1885, de-

scribed experiments in 'Magnetism and Fascination' performed by

Dr. de Sarak before a committee of scientists and journalists, during

which he hypnotised a cage full of live lions. There were many such

accounts, including a description of demonstrations made before the

Queen of Spain in 1888; another before the King of Portugal

the same year. An article credited to La Rei'uc dcs Sciences de

Paris, November 7, 1885, stated that in the Grand Salle de la Sar-

bonne, Count Sarak de Das. in the presence of the Prince of Larig-

nans and 1,400 people, caused his body to rise in the air about two

meters and to be there suspended by levitation.

"It was agreed that my name should be presented to the council

as suggested, and two days later I received a letter notifying me of

my election as honorary member of the center, congratulating me
thereupon and inviting me to be present at the next meeting. I was

given the privilege of bringing a friend with me. I informed Mr.

Evans, and we agreed to attend the next seance, and make careful

mental notes of the events of the evening."

Mr. Watkins and I went together on the appointed evening to
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the house of the Mage, located in Corcoran street. It was a gloomy

night, late in November. We were admitted by the interpreter and

secretary, whom I afterward learned was Miss Agnes E. Marsland.

graduate of the University of Cambridge, England.

Tn the back parlor upstairs we were greeted by the Doctor, who

wore a sort of Masonic collar of gold braid, upon which was em-

broidered a triangle. He presented us to his wife and child, who

were conspicuously foreign in appearance, the latter about five year-;

old. We were then introduced to an elderly woman, stout and with

gray hair, who, we were told, was the president of the center. She

wore a cordon similar to Dr. Sarak's, and soon after our arrival sh^.*

rapped with a small gavel upon a table in the bay window of the

front drawing-room.

When she called the meeting to order the Doctor seated himself

upon her right, and at her left—all behind the table—were placed

two otlier women, wearing large gold badges. The interpreter

^eate(l herself against the wall beside the Count. Shortly a fifth

woman a])peared. The Count's wife and child sat quietly upon a

sofa in the corner behind him. In the seats arranged along the wall.^

for the audience sat only myself, my friend, and a reporter for the

IVashingtoii limes.

The mise-cii-scciic was well calculated to impress the spectators

with a sense of the occult and the mysterious. The table was draped

with a y^ellow cloth, upon which were embroidered various cabalistic

svmbols. Upon it stood an antique brazier for l)urning incense, and

a bronze candelabra with wax lights arranged to form a triangle.

Against the wall, just back of the presiding Mistress of Ceremonie--

and the little French Mage, was a gilt image of the lUiddha, smil-

ing placidly and benignly at the strange gathering. The walls of

the drawing-room were draped with rich Oriental rugs, etc., and

hung with allegorical ])aintings. The faint aroma of incense soon

permeated the atmos])here : there was a moment of profound silence

while the Thaumaturgist meditative!} consulted a big volume in

front of him—a work on mysticism by either Pa])us or Raraduc. I

forget which. I closed by eyes drowsily. In imagination I was

transported back into that dead past of the Eighteenth century. 1

was in Paris, at a certain gloomy mansion in the Rue v^t. Claude. I

saw before me a table covered with a black cloth, embroidered with

Masonic and Rosicrucian symbols ; upon it stood a vase of water

:

lights burned in silver sconces ; incense rose from an antique brazier.

And behold—Cagliostro, necromancer and Egyptian Freemason

"Voila, messieurs et iiiesdames." The phantasmagoria fades awa^•.
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I am back again in Washington, and Sarak is speaking rapidly in

French. I shall quote as follows from Mr. Watkins' note-book

:

"The Doctor spoke of a membership of forty-two persons and

his disappointment that only six were present. He then commenced

in French a long discourse, citing the alleged experiments of Baraduc

on the soul's light, and mentioning the psychic researches of Flam-

marion. He stated that Marconi had made partial progress in the

science of transmitting intelligence without wires, but that his mas-

ters had long known of a more simple method. He described the

failures of foreigners to penetrate into Thibet, stating that his mas-

ters there were able to place a fluidic wall before any man or beast.

The women watched their hierophant with intense fascination, save

the interpreter, who maintained her saintly gaze up into space, and

the wife, who sat by in sublime nonchalance.

"The Doctor then passed into a rear room, donned a long robe

of light blue material and returned with the piece of colored glass

which I had seen during my previous visit. It was still fitted to the

metal support, and with it he brought a bar magnet. He placed the

glass upon the table before him, making many passes over it with

his fingers, sometimes rubbing them upon his gown as if they were

burned. He explained that he had sensitized the glass with a secret

fluid which remained thereon as a film. He drew a sort of tripod

upon paper and placed the glass and magnet alongside.

" 'I demonstrated at the last meeting how this power—which I

called "yud"—could be exerted against human beings. You remem-

ber that I caused the man to fall from his bicycle. Tonight I will

exert the power against an animal,' said the fantaisiste.

"He stated that the lights would all be extinguished ; that those

present would be stationed at the front windows ; that at a given

signal he would cause a horse passing the street to halt and remain

motionless, to the amazement of the driver. Turning to me he

asked, 'Would Monsieur prefer that the horse be passing eastward

or westward?' 'Eastward,' I said.

"Then the lights were put out, but previously his wife had re-

tired, ostensibly to put to bed the boy, who had grown sleepy. All

of the members present and the young man—a stranger, evidently

a reporter—were posted at the front windows. My companion and

I were stationed at two windows within a small hall room adjoining.

We were all asked to maintain absolute silence. Vines covered both

windows of our room and a street lamp burned before the house to
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our right. The wait was long', probably twenty minutes, before the

first vehicle ventured through the block.

It was a buggy, drawn by a single horse, but, alas ! it proceeded

westward. In it were seated two figures, whom I could not see-
both enshrouded in darkness. 'Would Monsieur seriously object if

select the next horse passing, whether it goes eastward or westward ?'

came the interpretation from the other room.
" 'Certainly not, the very next,' said I, for my impatience was

now well nigh unbearable. In a few minutes I heard the clatter of

hoofs from the opposite direction—eastward, as 1 had at first

specified.

"A buggy with a single horse again came into view. One figure

wore a white fascinator or shawl about the head. The other was a

man. The horse slowed into a walk just before reaching the house

It halted directly in front of us, then backed a few feet and the rear

wheel went upon the sidewalk opposite.

" 'What's the mattah with that boss?' said a negro voice. 'Never

saw him act that way before!' The horse stood still for a minute;

then the driver clucked him up and he proceeded on his way. It was

too dark to see the positions of the reins or the features of either

occupant of the vehicle. Soon afterward the wife returned with

the child and pointed toward him, as if to say : 'See, he has recovered

from his sleepy spell
!'

"The next test was made in full light. The Doctor produced

a book of cigarette paper and gave one sheet to me and one to each

of the other two men. He took one sheet and, holding it between

the half-open cover of the book, asked in French : 'What am I

doing?' 'Tearing it,' we said. He handed my companion and the

stranger each a fragment, holding in his own hand a sheet from

which two diagonal corners had been torn. Then he asked the

stranger to select one of the three paper shades on the central chan-

delier. He indicated that nearest him. My companion was next in-

structed to place his foot upon any figure of the rug which he might

select. He advanced one of his feet and placed it upon a figure nea'.'

him. 'The line of the foot is at right angles with the point selected

by the other, Monsieur,' said the adept. 'Suppose Monsieur selects

one of the other two globes.' The stranger designated another,

The Count then walked to the rear parlor, faced rs and made several

gestures. Then he suddenly advanced his hands with the gesture of

throwing. The stranger was instructed to investigate the globe of

the light selected, and underneath a cord holding the paper shade he

found a scrap of cigarette paper. It was placed on my companions*
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knee, and the two corners previously handed to the two men were

seen to fit it.

"At this point the Doctor retired and returned gowned in white.

He passed to us a canvas such as is commonly used by painters in

oil. He placed this upon an easel. At his right was a table bearing

brushes and two glasses filled, one with dark blue and the other witii

white paint. He then distributed large napkins among those present

and handed to me two balls of absorbent cotton. These I was told

to place over his eyes, and as I did so the two other men and several

of the women bound the napkins over the cotton. They were tied

very tightly and two were crossed. We inspected the bandages and

pronounced them secure. Then the white-robed figure, in this gro-

tesque headgear, asked me to lead him to an arm chair in the far end

of the rear apartment, which I did. Seated in the chair, his chin

hanging down upon his breast, he remained for some time, imtil

suddenly he arose and walked straightway to his wife and child, who

were sitting behind the table in the front room, upon the sofa as pre-

viously. He knelt before them and kissed the little one, his back

being toward us the while. Then he walked directly to my com-

panion and took the latter's watch from his pocket without fumbling.

He now proceeded to the easel, and, selecting a brush from the table,

dipped into the blue paint and printed across the top of the canvas

'Fifteen Minutes.' I looked at my companion's watch and it regis-

tered half past lo. Evidently the words denoted the time in which

the picture was to be painted. One of the women present requested

that a moonlight scene in Thibet be reproduced. Sudden movements

of two brushes, dipped in the two colors, transformed the letters

into a clouded sky through which a moon was bursting. Below was

outlined a sort of tower, to the left of which was painted a tree.

After some detail in the picture was outlined in blue, for example,

the white ])aint would be applied in lines exactly ]^ar illel to the first,

and many such touches of the brushes indicated that the painting

was not made as the result of memory alone. Near the end of the

l)ainting the Doctor again approached his wife and child, leading the

latter to the easel and ])lacing him u])on a chair before it.

"The child was given a brush and dabbed paint upon various

parts of the picture. Somtimes he seemed to be guiding his father's

hand, but during this operation the latter was not doing difficult

work. All the while the adept was chanting something which the

child repeated. The picture was signed with Oriental symbols placed

in one corner. Then the painter made a gesture of great fatigue,

sighed very audibly and staggered into the rear room. He fell upon
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a sofa near the door and niotiotied to have the bandages removed

I removed some, assisted by his wife, who brought him a glass ot

water. The cotton was in its place as far as I could see. Flis eyes

remained closed after they were uncovered, and his attitude was that

of a man who had fainted. His wife held the water to his lips, and

then, lifting each of his eyelids, blew into them. Then the man

arose and, complaining of fatigue, resumed his seat behind the table.

Shading his eyes with his hand, he looked toward the canvas, say-

ing, 'I have not yet seen it.'

"After a moment's scrutiny he stated it was the house in Thibet

where he was given his initial tests.

"He concluded the meeting" with a brief speech, in which he

stated that it was customary to take up a collection for charity at

each meeting. A small cloth bag was passed by one of the women.

The secretary annnounced that $1.62 had been realized. Then the

president pounded with her gavel and adjourned the meeting. The

secretary ushered us to the door, and we went out into the darkness.

"Such were the miracles of the adept Albert Sarak, Comte de

Das, and such was his propaganda."

Is it not strange that people can take such performances se-

riously? The cigarette test—an old one—and familiar to every

school boy who dabbles in legerdemain, is a mere trick, dependent

upon clever substitution and palming. I have seen the late Alexan-

der Herrmann perform experiments with cigarettes and cigarette

paper far more mysterious and wonder-provoking. The Comte de

Das, if anything, executes his feats of natural magic very clumsily.

Any neophyte of legerdemain would be ashamed to exploit such

a simple affair as the cigarette trick as anything particularly won-

derful or difficult ; much less relegate it to the domain of the occult.

The absurd splatterdash which the Mage declared to be a replica of

his Thibetan home had nothing of Thibetan architecture about it but

resembled a ruined castle on the Rhine. That he was able to peep

beneath his bandages at one stage of the proceedings admits of lit-

tle doubt. He arranged this while kissing and fondling the little

child. The horse episode was of course a pre-arranged affair, yet T

admit it was very well worked up and gave one a creepy feeling

—

thanks to the misc-cn-sccnc. Madam Blavatsky frequently per-

formed the cigarette trick. It was known as the filtration of matter,

and was one of her favorite tests. But the Comte de Sarak has other

occult phenomena up his sleeve, which I have not yet witnessed

—

among them being the shattering of a pane of glass by pronouncing

the words, "Forward, ever forward!" The instantaneous produc
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tioii of vegetation from the seed ; and the immediate development of

fish from spawn. He doubtless owes much of his notoriety to the

newspapers, which herald his alleged feats of magic in sensational

style. ..

OPINION OF THE PRESS OF DIFFERENT NATIONS ON THE
WORK IN THE PSYCHIC FIELD OF THE ORIENTAL

PROPAGANDIST, DR. A. DE SARAK.

(Extracted from his albums.)

LE FIGARO DE PARIS, OCTOBER, 1885.

The press was invited 3^esterday by a committee of scientists to the

Folies Bergeres at 2 p. m. to be present at some most extraordinary and
altogether novel experiments in magnetism and fascination. A subject

asleep under the influence of the suggestion of the Thibetan Occultist

Comte de Das, penetrated with him into a cage where were seven lions.

Doctor de Sarak, the magnetizer, succeeded in producing in his subject,

the beautiful and intelligent Mile. Lucie X * * * all the hypnotic states,

from ecstacy with the most unstable attitudes, to most terrible catalepsy

with contraction of all the muscles and deathlike rigidity.

Then she was placed by the Comte de Das horizontally, feet and head
resting on two stools, and the lions lashed by the trainer Giacometti, passed

backwards and forwards on this human bridge with uneasy roars and with

prodigious bounds.

Then, all at once. Dr. de Sarak, making use of that Occult Force of

which he spoke to us in his lecture at the Salle des Capucines, threw the

seven lions into a stite of fascination, so profound that they fell to the

ground like corpses, led Mile. Lucie out of the cage and awakened her amid

the applause of all the distinguished guests who had assembled to witness

the experiment.

We congratulate the learned Occultist on the well-deserved triumph

he has gained at the risk of his life, and we look forward to his approach-

ing Conference at the Salle de la Sorbonne, when we shall speak again

of this indefatigable propagandist of Occult Science, who is the one topic of

conversation in our Scientific World today.

LA REVUE DES SCIENCES PSYCHIQUES DE PARIS

says, 7 November, 1885, in a long article on Magnetism, Occultism, and

Magic : "The comparative studies which have been made of late years on

scientific subjects of extreme delicacy and the diverse criticisms to which

these dissertations have given rise, have led our most renowned scientists

as well as a chosen and intelligent public to be present at the scientific dem-

onstrations of Occultism made by the learned Doctor, Count Sarak de Das
in the Grande Salle de la Sorbonne.

The illustrious Thibetan began by pointing out, with eloquence and the

conviction which comes of faith, the utility of the study of the Occult Scien-

ces in all branches of social life.

He passed in rapid review Magnetism, Hypnotism, Magic, Kabbala,

Esoterism, and proved that, from all ages and in all nations, these sciences
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have been transmitted from generation to generation, in spite of the ob-

stacles and sufferings created by envy and by ignorance.

Saint-Germain, Hermes, Paracelsus, Jontin de Florence, Mesmcr, Puy-

segur, and all this mass of men of genius and veritable Magi, have been,

like the Count of Cagliostro, treated as charlatans.

In pretty good French for a foreigner he raised us into the higher

spheres of intelligence and of feeling, and he had moments of true enthu-

siasm.

His lecture lasted nearly an hour and was interrupted several times by

hearty applause. Then the Count de Sarak passed to the experimental part.

To demonstrate the vibratory force of thought he showed us a very

transparent sheet of crystal glass, which had been minutely examined by

the doctors Bine, Fere, and Duniontpallier, who declared that it was a

pane of glass such as is used for carriage windows.

The Prince of Lorignans held the glass in his hands as high as his head,

so that ever}' one could see it—and he is a personage sufficiently well known
to be above all suspicion.

The Count expressed himself then more or less in these terms: "Gent-

lemen, here, in this very city, a hundred years ago, a man, generally con-

sidered as a charlatan, but in reality a 'Mage' who had learned many things

in the East—here in Paris, at the Palais Royal de Tuilleries, before the

Court of Louis XVI., made this same experiment for the first time; to the

stupefaction of all present, he shivered a mirror of the Queen, Marie Antoi-

nette, by the effort of his thought alone i * * * and this man died later in

the Chateau Saint-Ange at Rome, a victim of the Inquisition!

"To-day, in this age of progress, we do not think of the Inquisition, but

men suffer martyrdom by calumny and discredit, however, it is of little

consequence, 'Forward, ever forward,' " and the instant he pronounced these

words with all the energy of the soul which shines in his eyes, the glass

which the Prince of Lorignans held in his hands split in several pieces

!

This experiment produced a great impression on the audience, and

there were several moments of profound silence, more eloquent than many
bravos.

"Let us pass to another class of facts!" said the Mage, "Here is a

serpent. I w-ill throw it into a state of catalepsy, and in a few moments I

will make of it a veritable rod ! It is not in rubber, look well !
* *" And

the enormous serpent, nearly four metres long, which had glided from its

cage, where it had lain in woolen coverings, began to uncoil with agility

and strength, raising its head almost as high as the grand lamp of the trib-

une.

The ladies were afraid, but M. Gaboriau approached the Doctor and

touched the serpent as if to convince himself that he was not the victim of an

illusion.

"Is it really a serpent?" f.sked the Count de Das with a sardonic smile.

"Oh! yes, sir!" said our friend Gaboriau, "in flesh and bones!"

"In bones," replied the Count ; "you mean in wood ! Look at it."

And already the serpent was rigid, motionless, and hard as piece of

chain-mail.

What had happened. we do not know, but the Mage had in his hand a

rod, a long rod, with which he gave three raps on the table before the

audience, every one of whom had risen to his feet.
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Several doctors approached the Count and convinced themselves of

the reality of the phenomenon.

A few magnetic passes iccalled the serpent to life.

"Now, gentlemen," said the Count of Sarak, "I feel a little tired and
wish to rest for a few moments in another plane !

* * Will you be kind

enough to examine me carefully, lest some unbeliever should have slipped

a machine into one of my pockets!"

The audience began to laugh, for at this moment the Count had a

look impossible to describe ; there seemed to be in him two men, or rather

another being besides the one we had seen before.

Again our friend Gaboriau approached the Doctor and looked but

found nothing in any of his pockets except a pocketbook in Russian leather

with the Counts coat-of-arms and coronet, which was laid on the table be-

side the jewels of the lecturer.

The music played, and all at once the sparkling eyes of the Doctor turned,

the pupil had disappeared and the eye-lids were closed! Was he asleep?

. . . Was he hypnotized? . . . Was he in ecstacy? . . . We do not know!

. . . The mysterious doors of occultism are closed to us, that which we
know and can affirm, that which we have seen, and not only we, but four-

teen hundred persons besides, is that his body, the whole body, rose in the

air to a height of about two metres from the ground.

The Mage descended slowly, sneezed and awoke smiling!

Here is a description of this memorable session of the celebrated Yo-
guis; we can not form any judgment or enter into a field unknown to us

but which lies in the domain of the marvellous.

The fact is that the phenomena are real, that the Count enjoyed a well-

deserved triumph, which must have cost him many years of study and

perhaps many privations and sacrifices, and that there is certainly some-

thing grand in this study of occultism.

Time will prove, and progress will undertake the task of throwing

more light on it—for we can say here with Goethe with good reason:

"Light, more light
!"

JOURNAL DE l'aCADEMIE,

(Moniteur des Belles Actions et Recompenses, January, 1886.)

Dr. A. de Sarak, Count de Das, has just received the title of member of

the Scientific Academy (Southern Section) in recompense for his work in

Psychology and Magnetism and as an encouragement in his mission as prop-

agandist for the good of suffering humanity. This is a well merited dis-

tinction. We congratulate the learned Doctor.

LE CORRESPONDENCIA de MADRID.

(March, 1888.)

At the invitation of the President of the Centre de I'Armee, we were

present last evening at the scientific conference and experiments which the

learned. Occultist, Count Sarak de Das, has given in this centre of southern

nobility.

Although half past nine had been named as the hour for the conference,

from seven o'clock onward there arrived so many families, all the generals

and ofificers of high rank, the gentlemen of the Queen's household and the

Ministers, that at nine o'clock it was impossible for us to penetrate into the
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immense salon, that of the ex-Empress of the French, widow of Napoleon

III. Therefore we waited the arrival of the Queen and Court so as to try

to reach the seats set aside for the press, which had been all appropriated.

At about ten o'clock the Royal March was heard, Her Majesty arrived

and a few moments after the Count de Das entered the estrade, wearing the

uniform of the knights of Malta, his breast ablaze with decorations, and

around his neck the cross of Commander of Tsaljclla. wiiich the Queen had

given him a few daj's before. He mounted the tribune and pronounced in

good Spanish, a truly admirable acliicvement for a foreigner, a profound lec-

ture on the study of Occult science, which was interrupted many times by

the bravo of the Queen and the frenzied applause of the whole audience of

about two thousand persons.

He now passed to the experimental part of the session, showing the

power of thought transmitted to several subjects whom he hypnotized in a

few seconds. These were : a woman, chloro-anaemic, cured by him, named
Babbina Carreo ; another patient also cured by the learned doctor, named
Dolores Artis; Mile. Esperanza Pcdraya of the clinic of Dr. Diaz; and a

young man, an epileptic, from the General Hospital.

We cannot describe all the experiments, one more astonishing than an-

other, which the Thibetan Occultist made ! We are afraid we might make
an error, but in resume it was really prodigious ; he succeeded in doing all

that he wanted, whatever any one asked for. The Count of Das transported

us into another world, far superior to our poor earth and showed us mir-

acles, prodigies. He was applauded with enthusiasm, and the General

President of the Centre de I'Armee presented him with a handsome diploma

of Honorable membership and the Queen with a gold medal.

The lateness of the hour obliges us to close for to-day. We shall speak

again of this memorable session.

'O COMMERCIO DE TORTUGAL,

(Lisbon, Portugal, 24th October, 1888.)

OCCULTISM AND HYPNOTISM.

Splendid was the session given by the eminent clinic and occultist. Dr.

Sarak, Comte de Das, honorary physician to the Royal family of Spain,

in the Grand Salon "da Trinidade." The learned doctor has been staying

a few dtys at Lisbon, where he has been the object of the visits of the most

eminent of our men of science.

The late hour when the session was over prevents our giving a full

account of it, as we will do in the Sunday number. We can only say that

the experiments in magnetism and transmission of thought were truly sur-

prising, and the select society and all our physicians who were present

applauded most heartily.

His majesty D. Luiz L, who was present at the session, shook hands

effusively with the Count, and, taking from his buttonhole the ensign of

the Royal Order of the Crish, presented it to him. The experiments of

clairvoyance, telepathy and of disintegration were miraculous, and we can

not understand them.

A jury of physicians approached Dr. de Sarak and congratulating him,

welcomed him as a new honorary member! They were Drs. May, Figueira,

Hirsch, Ordas, Mascarenhas, Oliveira, Sousa, Machado, and Lopes.
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We congratulate through our coUimns the eminent doctor who has

come among us, bringing us a ray of science of the twentieth century.

"el national" DE MADRID.

(March, 1889.)

THE COUNT OF DAS.

He h.'iN rctun.cd after a year's travel among us. He has had the

greatest triumphs in all the principal towns of Spain and Portugal. Yester-

day, in the session at the Medical Hxpnolherapic Institute, he was appointed

Director Uiv the current year.

We congratulate him sincerely.

"la France" de paris.

(February 27, 1890.)

Reruruing from Russia, where he has had agreat success, the learned

Thibetan (3ccultist, Dr. de Sarak (who four or live years ago showed us

so many marvels of the occult world), is here for a few days on his way
to Italy, llis friends and admirers gave him a bancjuet of thirt_\-one covers

last evening, at the Hotel Continental.

The Baroness de Clercy and the Duchess de Poniar made elncjuent ad-

dresses, to which the Count replied with surprising inspiration Alterward,

taking up a glass of champagne, he showed through the liquid the images

of several absent persons, of whom their friends were thinking. This

caused stupefaction among those present and there was great excitement.

All at once, in full view of every one, the champagne entirely dis-

appeared from the glass, as if by enchantment.

What had happened? The science of the future will lell.

NOTlCt: VERY IMPORTANT.

To all whom it may concern and to all those who wish to study the Sacred

Science of India.

The Delegation General of the Supreme Esoteric Council of Thibet,

duly authorized, makes an appeal to men of learning and to those inter-

ested in psychological questions, to unite fraternally and live in community,

following the study of Occult Oriental Science under the direction of an

Esoteric Thibetan Initiate. The studies will be in three languages: San-

scrit, English and French.

Books and themes will be published by the press of the Centre in three

languages: English, French and Spanish.

At an opportune time, after having assemljled a sufficient number of

adherent memljers, well-disposed and devoted to the great cause, a boat

will be chartered and reserved exclusively for the use of the active members

and the Delegates or members of other countries, to make a voyage to

the countries of India lasting about three years.

The persons desirous of joining us may address their application to

the General Headquarters at 1423 Chapin Street, Washington, D, C,

throughout all the month of April, after which the list of adherent mem-
bers will be closed. By order of

SEC. GEN. S. WILL.



THE JAPANESE FLORAL CALENDAR.

BY ERNEST W. CLEMENT, .M . A.

VIII. THE LOTUS.

THE lotus is prc-c'inincntly tlie ilowcr of lUiddhisni. ll is "said

to be the kini;- of flowers in India, and is conse([uentl_\' en-

titled to precedence on the toko-no-uia. It is often called Ilofokc

no liana, or the 'Flower of the Buddhist Spirits.' and on account

of its religious clvaracter is disliked for occasions of rejoicing'."

It is the emblem of purity, because "it grows unsullied out of the

n.iud" : it "forms the resting-place of r)ud(lha" : and "the fortunate

entrance to Paradise is seated" upon it. ^^'hen two lovers used to

commit suicide together their motto was as folU)\vs:^ ''Flasn no

liana no nc iti oifc niakin." "( )n the lotus-blossoms of paradise they

shall rest together."

The popular conceptions of the lotus are further illustrated by

the folk )wing quotations :

-

"Though growing in the foulest slime, the llower remains

pure and undefiled. And the soul of him who remains ever pure

in the midst of temi:)tation is likened unto the lotus.- Therefore is

the lotus carven or painted ui)on the furniture of temples, there-

fore also does it appear in all the rt'presentatious of our Lord

Buddha. In Paradise the blessed shall sit upon the cups of golden

lotus-flowers."

In Tokyo the pond near U}eno is famous for its lotus: liut

one of the largest and loveliest ponds in Japan is said to be at

Hikone on Lake P)iwa. This was visited by Mr. 11. T. Fiuck. author

of Lotus Time in Japan, in which, however, he attempts no de-

'Hearn's GUinpscs of Unfauiiliar Japan

"Like a lotus-tlower growing in the mud" i.^ a common Japanese pro-

verb. Other .sayings refer to "a pure and beautiful woman in a haunt of

vice" and "a man of stainless honor in a wicked world."
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scription of the lotus. He says: "But how can any one be expected

to sketch this marvellous flower in words, when even a great painter

can give but a vague idea of its beauty?" He then quotes Mr.

Alfred Parsons in the following confession : "The lotus is one of

the most difficult plants which it has ever been my lot to try and

paint ; the flowers are at their best only in the early morning, and

each blossom, after it has opened, closes again before noon the first

day ; on the second day its petals drop. The leaves are so large and
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SO full of modelling that it is impossible to generalize them as a

mass ; each one has to be carefully studied, and every breath of

wind disturbs their delicate balance and completely alters their

forms. Besides this,their glaucous surface, like that of a cabbage

leaf, reflects every passing phase of the sky, and is constantly

changing in color as clouds pass over."

"Children use the big [lotus] leaves for sunshades, the seeds

for marbles or to eat" ; and the people eat lotus roots without for-

getting their native land ! Mr. Finck also states that the conun-

drum, "When is a pond not a pond?" is answered by saying,

"When it has no lotus in it."

The lotus is, of course, a favorite subject of Japanese art:

"its leaves are usually gemmed with dew-drops, and this effect

the artist seizes upon at once."^ In this connection Mr Huish also

quotes the following poem

:

"Oh ! Lotus leaf, I dreamt that the whole earth

Held nought more pure than thee; held nought more true:

Why, then, when on thee rolls a drop of dew,

Pretend that 'tis a gem of priceless woith?"

Heuzen, A. D. 836—856.

'Huish's Japan and Its Art.
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THE THIRD COMMANDMENT.

BY THE EDITOR.

WE are all familiar with the text of the Third Commandment in

Exodus XX. 7, and Deuteronomy v. ii, which reads as fol-

lows :

"Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain*

for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh His name in

vain."

We have become accustomed to the interpretation of this com-

mandment to the extent that the very phrase "to use the name of

God in vain" has become a typical English expression which means

swearing or blaspheming, but among Hebrew scholars it is well

known that the meaning of the sentence is by no means settled. The

traditional interpretation is an unwarranted modernisation of the

text, and we may be sure that it is wrong. Ancient habits, customs,

and the general world-conception of ancient Israel were different

from ours, and wherever then blasphemy has been forbidden the

punishments were nnich severer than a vaefue threat in general terms

that the trespasser "will not be held guiltless."!

Other instances of the translators reading their own interpreta-

tion into the Hebrew text are frequent and we will mention one only

which is typical. In Genesis xii. 8, we are told that Abraham builds

an altar to Yahveh and invokes his name. The word "to call on" or

"to invoke":]: is the same that is used in pagan worship in the usual

sense of adoration combined with sacrificial offerings, but Luther,

thinking of his own mode of calling on God, substitutes the Protest-

:t - tI V v: t : •• •• t •

''^•^1?.^^ = guiltless. The root IpH haqar means "pure," "free," "empty."

): In Hebrew, N^p {qara) \ connected with the' Greek KpuL^eiv ; the German,

Krii)ie7i, the English cry and crozv, means, " to call out loudly," and is then used

in the sense " to invoke" when offering a sacrafice.
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ant mode of worship by translation that "Al:)rahani preached on the

name of the Lord,"* as if "preaching" had l:)ecn a regular institu

tion and the main feature of worship in Abraham's time.

Prof. L. 1j. Patton seems at last to have solved the ])roblem of

the Third Commandment in an article which appeared of late in

th.e Jonnial of Biblical Literature. He interprets the words "to lifi'

up" atl (nasha") the name by "calling out in worship" and give.'3

further a plausible explanation of the word '^'"?- (lashav') which is

translated "in vain" in the authorised English version, by suggest

ing that it means nothing more nor less than "empty-handed,''

"without sacrifice," "without offering a gift."

This interpretation of the sense is supported by a number of

parallel passages in Exodus, Deuteronomy, and Leviticus and agrees

well with the general tenor of the Hebrew religion. The law whicli

requested that sacrifices should be connected with all acts of wor-

ship, is frequently insisted upon and is a thought that would be quite

natural in the ancient time of the people of Israel, not only in Judsea,

but also among the pagans. We read in Exodus xxxiv. 20 and xxiii.

15, "and none shall appear before me empty." (See also Exodu;
XX. 23fif., and xxxiv. I2fif.)

Accordingly, Professor Patton proposes to translate the Third

Commandment "Thou shalt not cry aloud the name of Yahveh when

thou hast brought no sacrifice."

Professor Patton's explanation is more than merely probable and

may serve as an instance how different the traditional interpreta-

tion of the Old Testament is from its original meaning. The trans-

lators of the Hebrew Scri[)tures frequently read into the text their

own sentiments and thus adapt it to the needs of their own times, a

procedure which is quite natural, and, for devotional purposes, even

legitimate, but cannot very well be countenanced by scholars. Times

have changed. Former generations clung firmly to the letter and

so were obliged to make the Scriptures conform to their own con-

victions, but since we are beginning to grow into the estate of man-

hood, we want to know the truth, and we trust that the truth will

do no harm. The truth is holier even than our faith.

" '• Predii^te von dem Namen des Ilerrn.^'
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BY THE EDITOR.

WHY do we delve into the past and pay so much attention to

events and developments that have long since passed awav

from the earth. Why do we fill many of our columns with explana-

tions of conditions and institutions that have long since ceased to

exist or prevail in distant countries ? It is simply and solely to throw

light upon the problems of the present time and to help us find the

right solution of our own difficulties. And why do we introduce

into our colunnis so much of Orientalism, expositions of the results of

Biblical research, the rise of Babylonian civilisation, the beliefs of

the Egyptians, the philosophy of Brahmanism, the psychology and

ethics of Buddhism, and the strange notions of China? It is solely

for the purpose of letting us understand our own religious faith, its

institutions and ideals. Only by studying the views of others and

bv comparing them to ours, do we learn to distinguish the essential

from the accidental. Comparative religion holds the key to a com-

prehension of any single religion. There is no probability of attain-

ing a just and judicial judgment of our own beliefs unless we have

a thorough knowledge of kindred faiths, and our knowledge of

others ought not to remain on the outside, ought not to be a super-

ficial enumeration of externalities, but ought to go to the core of

religious aspirations and ought to see the living force that quickens

their inmost life.

If we publish so much on Orientalism it is simply because the

Orient plays an important part in the history of religion. B.v oriente

lux is an old famous phrase which states the truth that our civilisa-

tion and religion came from the East and have travelled with the

sun. If the Orient, as it is now, lies in a state of lethargy and is no

longer a living center of an intellectual life, we must bear in mind

that the roots of our civilisation lie buried there and we can under-
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stand ourselves only when tracing our history back to its beginning".

While the history of Hither Asia, the Bible land, so called, is of

importance because its history is closely connected with the history

of Christianity, we find a study of India fruitful on account of the

parallel development which suggests comparison, and China is in

many respects even more interesting because many conditions are so

radically dififerent.

China, in addition, possesses another peculiar attraction which

is not so much a problem of the past as of the future. Western civ-

ilisation in its constant expansion has taken possession of five con-

tinents. It not only retains Europe, but it has found a new home

in both Americas. It has settled iVustralia and sways the fate of

Africa. In its spread over the world it has finally invaded Asia.

Siberia is in Russian hands. Hither India is British, and Further

India is practically divided between the English and the French.

The Aryan race is now coming into contact with China and we are

for the first time aware that we are here confronted with an old,

respectable, albeit stagnant civilisation which will not so easily be

assimilated as others, and the inhabitants are both industrious and

docile; hence the yellow race might refuse to be swallowed up

and might even in its turn exercise an influence upon the white man's

civilisation—a very unpleasant prospect for all those who believe

that their own souls alone have been annointed by the grace of God,

—a prospect which has been called "the yellow peril." If we were

just we would grant that the white peril to the yellow race is much

greater than the "yellow peril" to the white race.

The situation is always critical when two civilisations meet.

It will not be easy to leaven the dough of the Chinese nation,

yet the first condition of dealing properly with the Chinese problem

will be to be familiar with their characteristic peculiarities.

For all these reasons, the discussions of Biblical and other

Oriental, as well as Chinese, topics are not mere fads or digressions

into investigations of useless and unnecessary topics, interesting only

to specialists, but the themes of the articles published in The Open
Court are of decidedly practical importance, and if we do not always

point out the direct lessons that can be derived from them, it is be-

cause it would be too tedious for our readers to state the same truths

again and again. Moreover, we think that we can fairly well leave

it to them to make their own applications and draw their own infer-

ences. We believe in truth. We believe in the necessity of searching

for the truth and in the possibility of finding it. We believe in

science; we believe in evolution, and we trust that the laws that
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guide mankind are everywhere the same. All men are everywhere

confronted with the same problems and they try to solve them by

similar methods. We have the same instincts and even the success-

ful phases of our mental growth are everywhere analogous, tending

constantly upward and onward. The heart of man is at bottom the

same everywhere. There are sages and heroes in every country.

There are high-spirited teachers, and at the same time there are

powers of evil at work that darken the light and impede the way of

progress.

Though we may be the strongest race and be in possession of

the most accurate methods of science and also be blessed with the

most liberal institutions, religious as well as political, we ought to

recognise that other and weaker nations are flesh of our flesh and

bone of our bone. They are our brothers and their social, political

and religious life has developed according to the same laws and

is bringing forth similar blossoms and similar fruits, and in spite of

our boasted superiority we may still learn from them in many details

and if we want to teach them, we must not be too proud first to

know them and appreciate the good qualities they have.
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TOLSTOY ON ICONS.

Count Leo Tolsto}- has contributed a long article on the Russo-Japanese

war to the Loiido)i Times, in which he censures the government very

severely for its policy and condemns especially the Greek Orthodox Church

saying

:

"All over Russia, from the palace to the remotest village, the pastors

of the churches, calling themselves Christians, appeal to that God who has

enjoined love to one's enemies, to the God of love himself, to help the

work of the Devil, to further the slaughter of men."

He is thoroughly disgusted with the reverence shown to icons, of which

he does not even appreciate the artistic side. Lie says :

"All present to each other hideous icons, in which not only no one

among the educated believes, but which even the unlearned peasants are

beginning to abandon. All bow down to the ground before these icons,

kiss them, and pronounce pompous and deceitful speeches in which no one

really believes."

THE LESSON OF THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR.

Mr. Frank Baum, of Chicago, one of our fellow-citizens, who has written

a good many excellent children's books, tells in one of his stories of a giant

who intimidated the inhabitants of a castle into obedience by his great stature.

Originally he had been a small boy, but he had discovered a flask of a magic

drink which made people grow. He had partaken of it and had grown to an

immense stature, without, however, having acquired at the same time a giant's

strength, but everyone who saw him was afraid, and so he succeeded in sub-

jecting to obedience all the inhabitants of the castle. When the hero of the

tale, a little fairy prince, approached him and fought him, he was easily over-

come being as weak as a child, and everyone was astonished that he was

so easily defeated.

Similar instances frequently happen in real life, and we cannot help think-

ing that the giant Russia is in a similar perplexity. Russia has grown in stature

but she has not at the same time developed genuine strength, and what is the

reason ?

The truth is that the strength of a nation always depends upon the free

development of its resources which is done not at the command of sovereigns

but by the private and personal exertion of its citizens. State authorities can
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be wise in the management of the government.

They can more or less cleverly utilize the strength and wealth of the coun-

try, but they do not create it. The foundation of the strength of the govern-

ment must be by the people themselves, and no country can be developed without

co-operation of two factors, liberty and law ; the former gives elbow-room for

enterprising individuals, and the latter assures them that they will be pro-

tected and reap the fruits of their industry. The more a country possesses

both liberty and law in the proper mixture, the more flourishing it will be,

and the greater will be its resources for both peaceful competition and the

contingencies of war.

The Russo-Japanese war teaches us one lesson, and it is this : Russia

has neglected the most important part of its national development. It has neg-

lected to allow its citizens free movement and to give elbow-room to private

enterprise. On the other hand its laws, far from having been a protection to

its citizens, have crippled the confidence of business men, and so they have

failed to encourage industrial enterprises.

The government of Russia has made many promises but has kept few. It

has incorporated Finland and the German Baltic provinces on pledges that the

union should be a personal union, not a real union, viz., that the Emperor of

Russia should be Duke of these duchies, and that these countries should not

become parts of the Russian Empire. German immigrants were enticed by the

Russian government on condition that they should have religious liberty and

the privilege to preserve their mother tongue. How few of these promises

have been kept, and we need not wonder that immigration into Russia has

ceased entirely and that the Russian authorities are not loved either in Finland

or in the Baltic provinces or in Poland.

Instead of developing Manchuria, peacefully taken away from China, Rus-

sia closed the door to foreign commerce and trade and thus prevented the

development of the country.

The result is that the Russian colonization has not taken deep roots. The
Russian government is hated by the Manchurians and is not loved by foreign-

ers who happen to have taken their residence in Manchuria. If it, Russia, has

kept the door open, and if it had inspired foreign industries with confidence

that they would find protection under the Russian flag, Manchuria would at

present be possessed of resources of its own which could be utilized for the

operations of war.

As matters are, the Russian army is entirely dependent upon the resources

of its mother country in Europe, which at that distance are both difiicult and

costly to procure.

Will Russia learn the lesson which the study of history teaches and which

is preached loudly by the recent events of the Russo-Japanese war? What a

blessing it would be for Finland, for the Russo-German provinces, for Poland,

and not less for Russia proper!

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN ?

Mr. Theodore Stanton, of Paris, noticed a strange advertisement in the "agony

column" of the London Times, and forwarded to The Open Court the clipping

under the title, " What Does This Mean? " which is here reprinted for the benefit

of our readers. Consider that an advertisement of this size in the London Times
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must be a heavy expense, and the man who published it must have been driven to

it by a very strong impulse, which may be the same as the missionary zeal in relig-

ious consciousness. He does not publish his name, but signs it with initials only.

At any rate it is a symptom worth while noticing, and we ask our readers: "What
does this mean ?

"

Following is the advertisement

:

"Rationality, Manifestation of Divineness, its Dominance, Determinance,

Eternal Omnipresence, is Light in the Universe, leading all worlds, and their indi-

vidualities, revealing as truthfulness, by righteousness, unto goodness, displaying

as System Providential.

"Rationality, thereof, thereby, is Eternal evolutionary process, determining

all issues, appointing ail agencies, decreeing propriety in each case; likewise is sole

source of Authority declaring truthfulness and its freedom, ordering righteousness

unto goodness, end as designed, mutuality of spirituality, imagining divineness, and

likening thereto; thereby, therein, fulfilling destiny. Eternal evolutionary process.

"Thus, Rationality, Manifestation of Divineness, mutuality of spirituality.

Eternal evolutionary process, is determining eventuality, wheresoever, whatsoever,

howsoever.

"So, Rationality, Manifestation of Divineness estimates all faiths and beliefs,

churches and states, propriety of each case, stage of its inspiration, evolution, and

revelation, determining for all, their morality, religion and philosophy, moved of

Divineness unto destiny, imagining of and likening thereto—displaying as System

providential, Divineness eternal, evolutionary process—Inspiration, Revelation,

Rationality, mutuality of spirituality betokened as truthfulness and its freedom,

righteousness unto goodness end as designed, because of Divineness.

" As of the fulness of time, conjunction of influences, spoken of as spirit of the

age, portents of earthly potentates, crowned heads, violences and pretences, but

subordinate, made to obey Rationality, called to conformity by Authority, Divine-

ness, its Dominance, Determinance, operative on human mindedness as Rationality,

Logicalness, teaching Equality of conditions universally, wheresoever, whatsoever,

World throughout. Open Door, Equality of opportunity, mutuality of spirituality,

suggesting Divineness, imagining of, and likening thereto.

"Rationality, so often degraded and cursed, is now recognized as sole source

of Authority, revealing truthfulness, as by righteousness unto goodness, end as de-

signed, fulfilling destiny, Eternal evolutionary process.

"Rationality, as such, is teachmg the Nations, all peoples faithfulness unto

destiny, credibility of the past as well as of the future, Correcting History, its vain

traditions, fables, and foolish imaginings, sustaining truthfulness, righteousness

unto goodness, end, as designed, because of Divineness, Eternal evolutionary pro-

cess.

"Mystical conception with mythical accretion in process, is in the nature of

finite beings, needful of infiniteness, Divineness, its Authority, always Rationality,

whereof dutiful performance, rendering as truthfulness by righteousness unto good-

ness, end as designed. Eternal evolutionary process.

"Let men, so beholding and believing, applying Rationality have hopefulness

as mutuality of spirituality, because of Divineness, sole source of Authority, real-

izing destiny. Eternal evolutionary process.

" Man so led on in the path of his duty, sees in the infiniteness of Divineness,

eternal love Light of the universe, shining forth, as the beauty of Holiness, leading

all worlds and their individualities, realizing destiny, eternal evolutionary process.

Man faithful and believing in destiny, relying on Rationality, Master word of all
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knowledge, keyword and keynote, mutuality of spirituality, Divineness, whereof

imagining and likening unto, man finds his needfulness, dutifulness, peacefulness,

hopefulness, sureness as certainty unto destiny.

"As of these presentments, amidst dissolutions of faiths and hesitancies of

philosophy. Man finds his belief in Divineness infinitely resourceful, consoling,

ennobling and enabling, confirming faith and justifying expectation, realization of

destiny, eternal evolutionary process. Thus, as Rationality, Manifestation of

Divineness, sole source of Authority, man has his inspiration and revelation, con-

firming faithfulness, assuring hopefulness unto destiny. A. C. M."

ESH SHAM

A woman by her last-born's side

Watched, at Damascus, heavy-eyed

With weeping lest the child should die ;

While through the windows open wide

The plashing of the fountain's spray

Came with child-voices. At their play

Her other children but most loved

Was he who on his pillows lay
;

And still she watched when ran a maid,

" Mistress, ill news !

" the damsel said,

" The widow's son has sickened too

And for his life they are afraid."

Then bowed the woman on her face

And prayed that God would grant this grace :

" Spare, Thou, the widow's son, O God,

She has but one." But by the place

Where lived the widow, white-robed Death

Had passed and ta'en the weak child's breath.

Then God said, " Life and death are good

In My pure hands. He suffereth

" No more who much had suffered Reap

Thyself the grace ; thine own child keep

Because in thy deep anguish thou

For others' greater pain could'st weep."

The woman rose and looked upon

Her child and knew the fever gone
;

Straightway she called her maids around :

" Praise God who giveth back my son !

"

Evelyn Martinengo Cesaresco.

BOOK NOTICES AND NOTES.

Watts & Co. of London are now publishing a series of books for the Rationalist

Press Association, an institution which has become possible through the generous
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foundation of an English rationalist, and is supported by liberal contributions.

They have brought out a series of reprints, thus making some of the standard books

of liberal thought, such as Darwin's Origin of Species, Kenan's Life of Ciirist

,

etc., accessible to the people at a low price. One of their latest publications is

An Easy Outline of Evolution, by Dennis Hird, Principal of Ruskin College,

Oxford, and a well known author in England who has written Toddle Island, In

Search of a Religion, etc. The book before us intends to be a popular statement

of evolution, written for those who are not well acquainted with the main facts of

its event. Details of the work remind one greatly of Haeckel's Natural History

of the Creation, from which it produces many illustrations. It has been adapted

for the purpose of giving a succinct and systematic account of evolution. The

author explains that the doctrine of evolution does not explain everything. Still it

has cleared up more mysteries of life than any previous view of the origin of things.

As to the moral significance of the new world-conception that is at present dawn-

ing, our author says:

"It may be that the dreams of childhood will perish and the idols of youth

crumble to dust, but the living truth abides. . . .

"In this redemption of mankind from the necessary but hideous ghouls of a

savage past, lies the surest hope of man. At present no man can imagine what

human life might become if men were free and reasonable, so that they could pur-

sue truth and righteousness with open eyes and an unterrified conscience

"Our methods of education might become true and scientific ;... .we might

train an army of men and women to see the laws of the universe, and to reach the

highest life in obedience to those laws. This would give us a true Sociology.

" Psychology can only be understood when based on Evolution.

"Even in art, education, ethics. and systems, the survival of the fittest pre-

vails, and a new order of life of greater stability, reason, co-operation and refined

sympathy will yet become the common heritage of the race. Man does march

from his savage past, and, as surely as he has learned to omit cannibalism from his

banquet, so surely will he attain to a life of justice and brotherhood."

Diu Je.sus Live 100 b. c. ? An Enquiry Into the Talmud Jesus Stories, the

Toldoth Jeschii, and some Curious Statements of Ephidanius—being

a Contribution to tiie Study of Christian Origins. By G. R. S.

Mead, B.A., M.R.A.S. London and Benares: Theosophical Pub-

lishing Society, 1903.

Tlie answer to the title question of this book, which the author answers

as probably affirmative, cannot very well be established, but the natural

problems which the author treats in the successive chapters are of great

interest and betray a wide reading and a thorough knowledge of the Tal-

mud and kindred sources that have reference to the legends connected with

the stories of Jesus and the origin of Christianity. In several sections, espe-

cially with regard to the quotations from Livy, Pliny and Suetonius, the

author shows good judgment. His reports concerning the prosecution of the

Talmud are told in a very popular way and will not so easily be found else-

where in such accessible form. The stories of Yeschu (Jeschu), the Mary
stories of the Talmud, the Jesus stories and the Toldoth Jeschu, are rarely

found except in scattering legends of Jewish literature. Though the author

is not always reliable and is sometimes bold in his conclusions, the book is

stimulating and interesting.
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Professor Vant Hoff's lecture on chemistry, delivered at the University

of Chicago, has been translated by Prof. Alexander Smith of the University

of Chicago and published by the University of Chicago Press.

A most striking feature of the World's Exposition at St. Louis is the

Open Air Ethnological Display under charge of the Department of Anthro-

pology. In it there are gathered together a score of groups of interesting,

barbarous and savage peoples from various parts of the globe. The tribes

represented have been selected because of some special point of interest

which they present. These different groups are living in houses of their

own construction, are dressed in native costume, eat their accustomed food

prepared by themselves, and pursue their usual avocation, and simple in-

dustries. There are fourteen tribes of North American Indians represented

:

Sioux, Pawnee, Wichita, Arapaho, Cheyenne, Pima, Papago, Maricopa, Na-
vajo, Apache, Pueblo, Pomo, Kwakiutl, and Cocopa—the last from Mexico.

From South Amoric.i there is a capital group of Patagonians, the gigantic

race of man. From North Japan has been brought an attractive group of

the hairy Ainu ; from Central Africa some Batwa pygmies and representa-

tives of three of the neighboring larger populations. These groups are

distributed over a considerable area of ground, and just beyond them comes
the Philippine Exposition, with its hundreds of native Filipinos grouped

into four villages—Negrito, Igorot, Visayan and Moro, where all the native

life of these most intere-iting tribes is fully lepresented.

Such an aggregation of living ethnological material has never before

been brought together. The Exposition has adopted a liberal policy in ref-

erence to its utilisation for purpose of study and investigation. Perhaps

the first to take full advantage of the opportunity is Prof. Frederick Starr

of the University of Chicago, who has arranged to conduct a regular class

work on the grounds from September i to September 21, using this living

and acting material for illustration. The full course will consist of eighteen

days of work, three hours a day. At nine o'clock a lecture will be given

upon a people; at ten upon a thing, art, industry, custom. At eleven a

practical demonstration with a visit to the group representing the people

studied. The work will be confined to the mornings, leaving the afternoons

free for viewing the Exposition. No outside reading or study will be re-

quired. Students may take the full course, or any fractional part down to

a single hour's lecture or demonstration. An examination will be given to

those who wish on completion of the full work. Students regularly en-

rolled at the University of Chicago will receive a major credit for the

satisfactory completion of the woric. Charges are moderate. Full particulars

will be given on application by Prof. Frederick Starr, University of Chi-

cago. Readers of The Open Court will find this an exceptional opportunity

to combine pleasure and instruction.



WHY 'PAGANS**?
THE term " pagan " literally means t'/V/a^<?r, rustic or barbarian, and as used bv

Christians means an indolatrous or godless man—a heathen: A heatlicn means a
heather-inan, bushman or savage! Now consider the absurdity of applying this

term pagan to the old Greek Philosophers, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, three of thr
greatest minds in the history of religion, ethics and philosophy. These men were not
rustics or barbarians and not godless, but eminently " godly, ' and represented the higli-

est urban culture and were perhaps the greatest thinkers and teachers on ideal religion,

ethics and politics in the history of the world. In their works will be found the most
exalted conceptions of God, the Soul, and a life of virtue, and many of their ideas on
these lines have been adopted by all subsequent religious and philosophic sects, the Chris-
tian included. In the words of Socrates, 500 years before the New Testament was
written, will be found a clearer statement of the doctrine of the immortal soul and its

future states of probation, reward and punishment than can be found in any part of the
Bible. And in Plato's Dialogues will be found a perfect statement of the Golden Rule,
100 B. C, and also a full statement of the modem utilitarian theory of ethics in terms
identical with that given by our greatest modern evolutionist, Herbert Spencer. To
get a true idea of " pagan " teachings and correct popular misconceptions, read vol. 1 of
Evolution of Ethics by the Brooklyn Ethical Association, entitled The Ethics of the
Greek Philosophers, 333 pages, 21 illustrations, including many portraits of the philoso-
phers and a Life of Socrates.

PRICE $2.00 AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
CHAS. M. HIGGINS 6. CO., TublUher^, ^^rLet'^Brookiin n'^y!
CHICAGO: 302 Fisher Building ^• V V LONDON: 106 Charing Cross Roe.d

Ethics oj t li e G y e t k Philosophers will be mailed on receipt of price S2.00, or (10 shillings.)

The Soul of Man
An Investigation of the

Facts of Physiological

and Experimental Psy-

chology. By Dr. Paul

Carus

Second, Revised Edition.

With an Appendix on

the latest researches in

Physiology. 182 Dia-

grams . Pp
.

, 482 . Price

,

Cloth, $1.50 (6s.) net.

The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago
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proving the complexion, restoring ap-
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and in a natural manner. To the nerv-
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benefits.
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50 Cents per copy" $2.00 per Year-

THE MONIST
TJie Afo/iisf is a Quarterly Magazine, devoted to the Philosophy of Science.

Each copy contains !()<) pages; original articles, correspondence from foreign

countries, discussions, and book reviews.

The Monist Advocates tlie
Pliilosopliy of Science j^

which is an application of the scientific method to philosophy.

The old philosophical systems were mere air-castles (constructions of abstract

theories,) built in the realm of pure thought. The Philosophy of Science is a

systematisation of positive facts ; it takes experience as its foundation, and uses

the systematised formal relations of experience (mathematics, logic, etc.) as its

method. It is opposed on the one hand to the dogmatism of groundless a priori

assumptions, and on the other hand to the scepticism of negation which finds

expression in the agnostic tendencies of to-day.

Monism Means a Unitary- World-Conception
There may be different aspects and even contrasts, diverse views and oppo-

site standpoints, but there can never be contradiction in truth.

Monism is not a one-substance theory, be it materialistic or spiritualistic or

agnostic ; it means simply and solely consistency.

All truths form one consistent system, and any dualism of irreconcilable

statements indicates that there is a problem to be solved ; there must be fault

somewhere either in our reasoning or in our knowledge of facts. Science always

implies Monism, i. e., a unitary world conception.

Illustrated Catalogue and sample copies free.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

To THE OPEN COURT rUBLlSHING CO.

J2^ Dearborn Street, Cliicai^o, III.

Gentlemen,—

J'leose send THE MONISTfor. year. . . , beginning

with to tJie address given heloiv.

I enclose .for $

Signature

Address

Date
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10 Cents Per Copy' $1.00 Per Year

The Open Court
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine

Devoted to the Science of Religion, The Rehgion of Science
^y and the Extension of the ReUgious Parliament Idea, d^

Science is slowly but surely transforming the world.

Science is knowledge verified ; it is Truth proved ; and Truth will always

conquer in the end.

The power of Science is irresistible.

Science is the still small voice ; it is not profane, it is sacred ; it is not human,

it is superhuman ; Science is a divine revelation.

Convinced of the religious significance of Science, T//e Open Court believes

that there is a holiness in scientific truth which is not as yet recognised in its full

significance either by scientists or religious leaders. The scientific spirit, if it

but be a genuine devotion to Truth, contains a remedy for many ills; it leads the

way of conservative progress a id comes not to destroy but to fulfil.

Tilt Open Court on the one hand is devoted to the Seienee of Religion ; it

investigates the religious problems in the domain of philosophy, psychology, and

history ; and on the other hand advocates the Religion of Scietice. It believes

that Science can work out a reform within the Churches that will preserve of

religion all that is true, and good, and wholesome.

Illustrated Catalogue and sample copies free.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
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Gentlemen^—
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THE KEY TO BUDDHISM

HYMNS OF THE FAITH
(DHAMMAPADA

Being an Ancient Anthology Preserved in the Short Collection of the Sacred

Scriptures of the Buddhists. Translated from the PM\ by ALBERT J.

EDMUNDS. Cloth binding, gilt top. Printed on India tint paper. Pages,

xiv, no. Price, $1.00.

"This celebrated ancient anthology of Buddhist devotional poetry was com-
piled from the utterances of Gotamo and his disciples; from early hymns by

monks; and from the popular poetic proverbs of India. . . .

"If ever an immortal classic was produced upon the continent of Asia, it is

this. Its sonorous rolls of rhythm are nothing short of inspired. No trite

ephemeral songs are here, but red-hot lava from the abysses of the human soul,

in one out of the two of its most historic eruptions,"

—

Tf-anslaior's Preface.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
LONDON : Kegan Paul, Trench, TrObner & Co., Ltd.

5WAIN SCHOOL LECTURES
By ANDREW INGRAHAM,

Late Head-Master of the Swain Free School, New Bedford, Mass.

Price, $1.00 net (ss. net).

I. Psychology. Multitude and variety of current psychologies. How some explain a belief
of early men that they saw gods everywhere, and the belief of all men that they see
solid bodies.

n. Epistemologv. Knowledge a late and rare product of varied experiences of many men.
This epistemologist asks whether certain conscious states are knowledges or not, partic-
ularly such as others know to be knowledges.

III. Metaphysics. How those who seek something profounder than knowledge of some-
thing grander than things are viewed by themselves and others.

VI. Logic. This science of relations deals more particularly with a few of these : the rela-
tions of classes as having or not, common members.

V. A Universe of Hegel. Of many interpretations of Hegel there is one that may not be
thought to be travestied in this brief exposition.

VI. Seven Processes of Language. The meaning of language is here stretched to cover
those processes which may be surmised to have an almost one-to-one correspondence
with common speech.

VII. Nine Uses of Language. Language does many things besides mediating communication.
VIII. Many Meanings of Money. To virtue and intelligence, money would be merely the

evidence of a trustworthy promise to deliver a defined value in a designated time.

IX. Some Origins of the Number Two. A glimpse of what occurred while our every-day
Two was gaining recognition. Later developments of the conception are not considered.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 3,4^KlaA.o?n st
London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.



BEHA ULLAH
(THE GLORY OF GOD)

By

IBRAHIM GEORGE KHEIRALLA
Assisted by Howard MacNutt

^^5 Pages; Extra Paper; Illustrated. Price
^ $3-00

The author, a native of the Orient, is a Behaist missionary

to the United States, and has been for many years a speaker

of a Behaist congregation in Chicago.

His present address is 4825 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
The book may be ordered either through the author or from

The Open Court PubHshing Company.

The Mysteries of Mithra

JUST PUBLISHED.

History of Their Origin, Their Dissemination and Influence in the Roman Empire,

Their Doctrines and Liturgy, Their Struggle zvith Christianity, Mithraic Art, etc. By

FRANZ CUMONT, Professor in the University of Ghent, Belgium. Translated by

THOMAS J. McCORMACK. With jo illustrations and a map of the Roman Empire.

Pp , circa 2jo. Price, S^jo net f6s. 6d.J. This zvork is a sketch of one of the most

important hut historically most neglected religious movements of the Roman Efnpire.

Mithraism zvas the rival of Christianity, and greatly resembled the latter religion. I he

story of the struggle betzueen the tzuo creeds, here told in its entirety for the first time, is

unmatched in its thrilling interest.

Professor Cumont zuent to great expense and trouble in tiie preparatioji of the re-

searches of vjhich this zvork is a summary. It represents years of labor and travel and

throzvs an entirely nezu light on the interesting life of the Roman zvorld in the first cen-

turies of the Christiayi era.

The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago

324 Dearborn Street.

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner i:^ Co.
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PER COPY

AN ILLUSTRATED QUARTERLY REVIEW
KHI'IKD ]'.\

BHIKKHU ANANDA METTKVA

The first number, which appeared in September, 1903, contains con-

tributions from such world-famous Buddhist scholars and sympathisers as

Sir Edwin Arnold, Dr. Giuseppe de Lorenzo, Prof. Rhys Davids, and Dr.

Karl E. Neumann, together with articles by noted native Oriental savants.

American Agency, 3231 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Ai.1!F,ri- J.
Edmunds,

honorary member and authorized collecting agent for the United States.

Postal Orders payable at Midttte City Station, Philadelphia. For single num-

bers apply to Brentano's, Union Square, New York.

Buddhism is the official organ of

THE INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST SOCIETY
HEADQUARTERS, i PAGODA ROAD, RANGOON, BURMA
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Chinese Philosophy, Fiction, and Religion

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY: Being an Exposition of the Main Characteristic

Features of Chinese Thought. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp., 62. Numer-

ous diagrams and native characters and ilhistrations. Price, paper,

25 cents (is. 6d.).

"Valuable and of unquestioned reliability. The delineation of the philosophy that

underlies the Chinese civilisation is so ably done in these pages that the reader cannot
fail to appreciate the causes which produce Chinese conservatism."

—

Toledo Blade.

CHINESE FICTION. By the Rev. George 7. Candlin. With illustrations

from original Chinese works, specimen facsimile reproductions of texts,

and translations of representative passages. Giving a clear and vivid

r^sumd oi Chinese romantic literature. Pp., 51. Paper, 15 cents (gd.).

"A list of ' fourteen of the most famous Chinese novels' is given. Many long quo-
tations from plays, poems, and stories are given, and the pamphlet is a source of great

pleasure. The pictures, too, are charming."

—

The Chicago Times Herald.

LAO-TZE'S TAO=TEH-KINQ ^i^it^lS Chinese-English. With Introduc-

tion, Transliteration, and Notes. By Dr. Paul Carus. With a photo-

gravure frontispiece of the traditional picture of Lao-Tze, specially

drawn for the work by an eminent Japanese artist. Appropriately

bound in yellow and blue, with gilt top. Pp., 345. Price, $3.00 (15s.).

Contains: (i) A philosophical, biographical, and historical introduction discussing

Lao-Tze's system of metaphysics, its evolution, its relation to the philosophy of the

world, Lao-Tze's life, and the literary history of his work ; (2) Lao-Tze's Tao-Teh-Ki7ig

in the original Chinese; (3) an English translation; (4) the transliteration of the text,

where every Chinese word with its English equivalent is given, with references in each

case to a Chinese dictionary
; (5) Notes and Comments; (6) Index.

"Extraordinarily interesting. Of great moment."

—

The Outlook.

" A truly remarkable achievement."

—

The North-China Herald.

" While of great importance to the serious student, it is usable and interesting to

any one who cares at all for the thought and religions of the Orient."

—

The A^ezv Unity.

" Much labor has been put into this book. It will be a great addition to the knowl-
edge which English readers have of one of the greatest of religious books and religious

leaders."

—

The Chia-ch Union.

"It is a convenient volume through which to make such acquaintance with the

Chinese language and Chinese thought as an American scholar must consider desirable

in view of the present increased intercourse with the Oriental •woxXA."—Reformed
Church Reviezv.

'

' All that one could do to make the immortal ' Canon on Reason and Virtue ' alluring

to American readers has certainly been done by the author. The translation is faith-

ful, preserving especially the characteristic terseness and ruggedness of style of the

original, the type work is superb, the comments judicious, and the binding a bright

yellow with blue and gilt and red trimmings."

—

The Cumberland Presbyterian.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ...""SH^?^ st.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.



New and Interesting Publications

The Surd of Metaphysics. An Inquiry Into the Question, Are There Things-in-Them-

selves? By Dr. Paul Cams. Pp., vii, 233. Price, cloth, $1.25 net (5s. net).

The subject discussed in this book (the idea of things-in-themselves) is one of the

most important of the problems of philosophy, and is of a paramount practical nature

in its application to real life, especially in the domains of ethics and religion.

A Brief History of Mathematics. By the late Dr. Karl Fink, Tubingen, Germany.

Translated by IVooster Woodru^ Beman, and David Eugene Smith. With biographi-

cal notes and full index. Pp., 345. Cloth, $1.50 net (5s. 6d. net). Second edition.

" Dr. Fink's work is the most systematic attempt yet made to present a compendious history of

mathematics."

—

Tht Outlook.

"This book is the best that has appeared in English. It should find a place in the library of every

teacher of mathematics."— ^A* Inland Educator

.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of Philosophy as a Systematic Arrangement of

Knowledge. Third edition, enlarged and revised. By Dr. Paul Carus Pp., xii, 373.

Cloth, $1.50 (7s. 6d.).

The Qathas of Zarathushtra (Zoroaster) in Metre and Rhythm. Being a second

edition of the metrical versions in the author's edition of 1892-1894, to which is added a

second edition (now in English) of the author's Latin version also of 1892-1894, in the

five Zarathushtrian Gathas, which was subventioned by His Lordship, the Secretary of

State for India in Council, and also by the Trustees of the Sir J. Jejeebhoy Translation

Fund of Bombay, and is now practically disposed of. (See also the literary translation

in the Sacred Books of the East, XXX., pp. 1-393 [1887], itself founded by especial re-

quest upon the limited edition of 1883.) By Lavurence H. Mills, D. D., Hon. M. A.

Professor of Zend Philology in the University of Oxford. Large octavo. Pp., 196.

Price, cloth, $2.00.

The Temples of the Orient and Their Message; in the light of Holy Scripture

Dante's Vision, and Bunyan's Allegory. By the Author of "Clear Round!" "Things

Touching the King," etc. With Map showing the Ancient Sanctuaries of the Old World

and their relation to Abraham's Pilgrimage. Pages, x, 442. Price, cloth, $4.00.

A work dedicated to the intending missionary, with a view to broadening his con-

ception and appreciation of the great religions of the East

The Age of Christ. A Brief Review of the Conditions Under which Christianity Origi-

nated. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp., 34. Price, paper, 15 cents net.

The Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao Teh King). Translated into English

from the Chinese by Dr. Paul Carus. Separate reprint from the translator's larger

work. Pp., 47. Paper, 25 cents.

Karma, A Story of Buddhist Ethics. By Paul Carus. Illustrated by Kwason Suzuki.

American edition. Pp., 47. Price, 15 cents.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 3,/iS£4S2. 5t.

London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.



f

Important Publications
For the Study of

RELIGION
The Gods of the Egyptians ; or Studies in Egyptian Mythology.

By E. A. Wallis Budge. Two vols. Royal 8vo. Cloth, $20.00 net

The Book of the Dead. By E. A. Wallis Budge. Three vols. $3.75 net.

The Qathas of Zarathushtra (Zoroaster) in Metre and Rhythm.
Second edition of the author's version of 1892-4. With important additions

by Lawrence H. Mills. 8vo., Cloth $2.00.

Babel and Bible. Two lectures on the Significance of Assyriological Research
for Religion ; embodying the Most Important Criticisms and the Author's

Replies. By Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch. Complete Edition, bound, 75 cents.

The Age of Christ. A Brief Review of the Conditions Under which Christian-

ity Originated. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp. 34. Price, paper, 15 cents net.

The Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao Teh King). Translated

into English from the Chinese by Dr. Paul Carus. Separate reprint from
the translator's larger work. Pp. 47. Paper, 25 cents.

Lao-Tze*s Tao-Teh-King, Chinese-English. With Introduction, Transliteration

and Notes. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp. 345, Price $3.00 (15s).

The Creation Story of Genesis I. By Dr. Hugo Radau. 75 cents (3s. 6d.).

Biblical Love-Ditties. A Critical Interpretation, and Translation, of the Song
of Solomon. By Paul Haupt. Price 5 cents (3d.).

The Mysteries of Mithra. History of their Origin, their Dissemination and
Influence in the Roman Empire. Illustrated. By Franz Cumont. Cloth,

$1.50.

The Prophets of Israel. By Prof. Carl Heinrich Cornill. Fifth edition, Cloth,

$1.00 net (5s.). Paper 25c.

History of the People of Israel. By Prof. Carl Heinrich Cornill, of the

University of Breslau, Germany. Cloth, $1.50 (7s 6d.). German Edition

$2.00.

The Legends of Genesis. By Dr. Hermann Gunkel. Cloth, $1.00 net (4s 6d
net.)

Thoughts on Religion. By G. J. Romanes. Cloth, net, $1.25.

For further particulars write for Catalogue.

The Open Cotirt Publishing Co«
324 Dearborn St.» CHICAGO


